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Outdoor entertainment gives students
something to explore.

Antiques Roadshow is nowhere in sight, but
student collectors show off prized possessions.

&

Volleyball drops home opener, 3-0, to the
University of Virginia Tuesday night.
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Basketballers battle for bucks
Sigma Nu, Delta Delta Delta sponsor 48-hour Hoops for Kids charity event
BY KIRA COLVIN

contributing writer

KRISTY NICOUCHZ/iftofo rdiua

JMU President Unwood Rose, center, kicks off the 48-hour
Hoops for Kids Wednesday on the courts behind Mr. CNps.

Raising money for the MakeA-Wish Foundation, JMU
President Linwood Rose participated in the ceremonial tip-off
for the first game of basketball
in the 48-hour Hoops for Kids
marathon yesterday at 5 p.m.
Hoops for Kids is a philanthropy event co-sponsored by
Sigma Nu fraternity and Delta
Delta Delta sorority. Held each
fall, it is the first major philanthropic event held on campus.

Sigma Nu will be playing basketball continuously on the
courts behind Mr. Chips - the
convenience store on campus until the conclusion of the
marathon Friday at 5 p.m.
All proceeds from the event
will benefit the Make-A-Wish
Foundation of Central and
Western Virginia, based in
Richmond. According to the
Make-A-Wish Foundation of
Central and Western Virginia,
they have granted over 1,200
wishes to children between the
ages of 21/2 and 18.

Senior Greg /Kin. Sigma Nu
fraternity
president,
said,
"Hoops for Kids is a great way to
have the Greek community
interact with the community of
Harrisonburg to support a good
cause. It also shows the good that
comes out of the Greek system.''
Donations are accepted at a
tent located at the entrance to
the Villge on the corner of
Bluestone Drive and Madison
Drive. Pizza will be sold by the
slice for $1 each. A S3 donation
will enter participants in a raffle
for gift certificates from Outback

Stcakhouse. For a $5 donation
participants will receive an
event T-shirt and a raffle ticket
Many local businesses are
sponsoring
this
event,
including James McHone
Antique Jewelry, 93.7 Kiss
FM, Chanello's Pizza and
Harrisonburg Nissan.
Promotional support will be
provided by 93.7 Kiss FM which
will be broadcasting live from
the courts at the beginning and
end of the event, according to
see HOOPS, page 5

Student
parking
an issue
in Va.
BY TONI DUNCAN

news editor
While some students
agree that JMU has a
parking problem, they
may not realize that inadequate parking spaces is
an issue at many Virginia
universities.
"Ifs difficult to make
comparisons
between
universities whose demographics are so different,
but certainly there are
similar challenges shared
by many Virginia univer,,i„ .
,,i,r an* v.,r. ■
manager of field operations at JMU.
()ne major problem
with parking is that the
numbat ot parking passes
distributed is not limited at
many schools in the
Commonwealth! if Virginia.
"In the past five
years we have sold three
parking decals for every
■Pace, said James long,
director of Parking k
Transportation at Old
Dominion University.
"This is the industry
average."
With more decals than
spots being sold, this can
make traffic busy during
the peak hours. JMU senior Kate Pazdan said she
"would never drive to
campus" during the busy
afternoon hours.
University of Virginia
lunior Brian Kirby agrees.
He said that it is quicker
tor him to walk to his
classes than to even try
finding a spot.
The Virginia universities, however, argue that
there are an adequate

CHRIS tJMDUie*ia photographer

Students wait for parking spots In C-l lot located off Qrace Street Tuesday around 10 a.m. Some students feel that parking has been a problem trtfs year.

PARKING at JMU

see PARKING, page 5

Students express frustration with parking
Senior Chuck StoUery said, "They should
only sell so many excess passes if we don't
news editor
have the parking to accommodate the demand.
ara
Although school only has been in session The (parking) g ge "s worthless if you have
for about two weeks, students say they already class between 10 a.m. and 4 p.m."
Yates said that commuters can use all resiare annoyed with on-campus parking.
"1 usually have to check at least two lots in dent lots except R6-R8 as overflow parking,
the |morning) before I can actually park," sen- and that after 4 p.m. many of the lots open up
ior Travis Rountree said. "I think that's pretty for commuters.
There are 2,199 resident parking spaces. The
standard (or all the students."
Assignment Technician Karen Raines said largest lot Rl has 698 spaces and is located next
there are about 5,800 resident students With a to Mauck Stadium.
Parking Services has sold 1,292 resident
campus of about 15,000, that leaves approxipermits, according to Yates.
mately 9,000 commuter students.
While students living in the Village find the
There are 2,629 standard parking spaces
available to commuter students. The largest location of resident lots relatively close, stucombined parking lot is the Convo A3, A4 and dents in other dorms are not pleased with their
Senior
Cheryl
B/E lots, located behind the Convocation designated lots.
Bishop lived in the Delta Delta Delta sorority
Center, with a total of 791 spaces.
JMU does not limit the number of parking house last year on Greek Row and said it was
permits issued for commuters, according to difficult to walk to her car during the winter
Bill Yates, manager of field operations. He said months, especially since she was in work attire
that as of 1 p.m. Wednesday, Parking Services
see PROBLEM pageS
had sold 5,673 commuter permits.
BY TONI DUNCAN

Dukes prepare for No. 9 Va. Tech
Matthews concerned about keeping players injury-free against D-I Hokies
BY DRKW WILSON

senior writer
As the football team gears up
to play No. 9 Virginia Tech this
weekend, it might not seem fair
that a Division I-AA team has to
face a top-notch Division I team
— especially to coach Mickey
Matthews
"I play a lot of golf, and the
best analogy that I can tell you
is that playing Virginia Tech is
like it someone told me that
tomorrow I'm going to get to
play Tiger Woods next week,"
Matthews said. "It would be a
lot of fun, and I'd call my mother and tell her that I'm getting to
play with Tiger Woods. It
would be good news and great
fun, and then they tell me. The
bad news, Mickey, is that we are

playing for $500 a hole, and you
don't get any shots.'"
Make no mistakes, however.
Matthews said the Dukes are not
going to Blacksburg to lay down
But to have a chance to stay in
the game, he said the Hokies arc
going to have to help them.
"I think they are going to
have to do some things to help
us, and I think they know that,"
Matthews said. "I know one
year (as an assistant coach) at
Marshall (University] we went
to play (North Carolina State
University). They beat us, 15-14,
and everyone in Huntington,
(W.Va.) thought. Boy what a
great job of coaching they did,'
The truth of the matter was that
N.C. State turned it over six
times, and they had some kids
that were really bad that day ...

a lot of times it has more to do
with what they did than what
you did."
While most critics already
have written JMU off as just
another bump in Virginia Tech's
road to a bowl game, the Dukes
are looking forwani to the game,
no matter what.
"I see it as a great experience. No one is expecting us to
win," senior linebacker Dennard
Melton said. "But we're going to
go in there and have fun. We're
going to play hard, and we're
going to do some good things
and some bad things
"If s going to be a groat learning experience," Melton added.
"I think everyone should go in
there with an attitude that we're
going to have fun and play our
brand of football."

Red-shirt senior defensive
end Jerame Southern agreed
"It's going to be a fun game
We're going to go out there and
have fun. I know we're picked as
the underdog, so if we could get
an upset, it would be one of the
best feelings."
Beating the Hokies isn't the
main thing on Matthews' mind
— keeping the team healthy is
more important to him.
Given the Dukes' history ot
injury woes over the last three
seasons, especially to red-shirt
junior quarterback M?tt LeZotte,
Matthews knows that he has to
play Saturday's game smart.
"I don't know how you can
do it," Matthews said about
keeping the team injury-free
see TECH, page 5

Mb vs. VT
Saturday, I p.m. at Lane Stadium, Blacksburg,Va.
James Madison
1-0
Offense: Multiple I
Defense: 4-3

Virginia Tech
1-0
Offense: Multiple
Defense: 4-1

2003 Statistic* (a-out* o*. pm.)
Rushing yards
Passing yards

JMU

Va-Teeh

310
JS4

IS2
380

The series: Vrtgma Tech reads, 5-0
Last meeting: I •♦•.Virginia Tech wins 47-0
Highlights from !»•• meeting: Michael Vlck score*
three rushing touchdown* In first college game. Including a 7-yard score in which Vkk flipped ewer two JMU
ers. For the Dukes, running back Curtis Keaton
COO) broke a 78-yard run In the «r*t quarter.
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Thursday, Sept 4

Friday, Sept 5

Gov. Marti Wanin will HIVI- .in address titled "Education tor
.i I itetimc" in the College Center Grand Ballroom at 10 a.m.
For mure information contact Hrenda Kidd at X8-3705.

UREC will hold a whitr W.ILT k.iv,ik workshop from .Tin 6 p.m.
For moip information contact Brooke Thompson at xS-8730.

•i:ua:iKi

Library gets new database
Up til' Dawn sets
fund raising goals
Economy looking up
U.S. gives UN. more say in Iraq
Gene variation tied to
binge drinking

Events Calender

THURSDAY. SEPT.

The Christian Students Union will hold a praise and worship
meeting in thnr bulkUng on the corner ot Main Street and
C .inirell Avenue at 5:30 p.m. For more information contact
Amanda Hayes at x2-7712.

OPINION
House editorial
House cartoon
Darts & pats
Pigs 4 pearls
Campus spotlight

The Plying 1 ItUfifh, tha mtn'l ultimate frtabaa club team, will
hold an informational rm>enn>; tor interested players in the
Miller Hall lobby at 7 p.m.
The Alpha Phi Omega service fraternity will hold an informa
tional meeting in HHS 236 from 7:30 to 8:30 p.m.

LEISURE

POLICE LOG
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Bt LAI UN MCKAY
police Ion rtporttr

The Li Chiao-Ping Dance company will present the New
Dance h-Ntiv.il m the I atmier Sh.u-hVr Theahvat 8 p m. For
more information contact Jerrv Weaver at xS-7000 or visit
http:/caal .jmti.fdu/ntasU"rftivct/.

Brian M North. 20, of Clifton, and
two non-students, Jomorrae M.
Gordon, 18, ol Sugar Grove. W.Va.,
and Donald D Nagel, Jr., 20, of
Wickenburg, Az , were arrested and
charged with disorderly conduct In
Hunters Ridge Apartments Aug. 31
at 2:30 am.

Nelly Anderson will perform at Taylor Down Under from 9 to 10
p.m. For more information contact Shari ScoAtld ■•' \H-280tY

In other matters, campus police
report the following

Taylor Down Under will host "Dean Camp is Back!" from
11:30 p.m. to 2 am For more information contact Shan
Scofield at xS-2806

Driving Under the Influence
Daniel P. Harmon. 19, of
MecharocsviHe. was arrested and
charged with driving under the influence Aug. 30 at 317 a.m.

Saturday, Sept 6

Crossword
Horoscopes

10
10

Taylor Down Under will sponsor an open mic poetry night
from 9 to 11 p.m. For more information contact Shari Scofield
at x8-280n.

FOCUS

Trevor Ft Ebaugh. 20, of Newport
News, was arrested and charged
with driving under the influence
Aug. 31 at 1209 a.m.

The U Chiao-Ping Dance company will present the New
Dance Festival in the Uitimer-Shaeffer Theatre at 8 p.m. For
more information contact Jerry Weaver at x8-7000 or visit

la (f JcMJimu nfu. Iimlr rjiinm/

Outdoor activities

The women's rugby team will hold practice on Godwin Field
from 4 to 6 p.m For more information contact Erin Powers at
;i>avrs»7rr@/'mu.rtfu.

STYLE
Collections
"Soundblast" display
Unit Five linal concert
ATL

13
13
15

Phillip M Shannon, 20. ol Primos,
Pa., was arrested and charged with
driving under the influence Aug. 31
at 1 59 a.m.

Sunday, Sept. 7
Professional Business Fraternity Council will hold an
intorm.ition night in Showker Hall at 7:30 p.m.

Possession of Marijuana
Jonathan Farrell, 18, of PodesvNIe,
Md. was arrested and charged with
possession of marijuana in Hanson
Hall Sept 1 at 12:17 a.m.

15

Reel reflections
"Jeepers Creepers 2"

bmirting events to the
DAYS Events Cafondar

K

15

SPORTS

Women's volleyball
With Authority

17

Every man's lantasy

17

: Stephen at atmelkdSfmu,ilu two I
•■vent to be published Ileaie try to limit the event description to no more than 50 word*.

Kwvn NKOUHI
pholn r./i/f »

17

CORRECTIONS
■ There will not be a informational meeting for those interested in
fraternity and sorority life Sept. 7
at 2 p.m. The last day to sign up
will be Sept. 5 This information
was cited incorrectly in the Sept. 2
issue of The Breeze

A view from the
College Center late
Tuesday afternoon
shows douds of tog
creeping through
the vaaey after a
day of rainfall.

WEATHER

Grand Larceny
A JMU student reported the larceny
of a wallet from a backpack in Miller
Hall Aug. 29 at 12:30 p m. The wallet contained credit cards, a JAC
card, cash and gift cards.
A JMU student reported the larceny
of a cell phone from a purse in Dhall Aug. 20 at noon.

Today
An unknown suspect entered
Bridgetown Stadium and removed
fhe protective pad oft a goal post
between Aug 31 at 8 p.m and
Sept 1 at 4:15 p.m.

Isolated T-Storms
High 80 Low 60
Friday
Partly Cloudy
77/50

Sunday
Partly Cloudy
79/53

Saturday
Sumy

Monday
Mostly Sunny
77/54

78/52

■ft P- LOG, fvge 4

CONTACT INFORMATION
The Brveze is published Monday and Thursday mommas and distributed
throughout Jamas Madison University and the local Hameonburg community
Comments and complaints should be addressed to Drew Wilson, editor

MARKET WATCH
AaofdoaecnWaoiMtfcy Sept 3.2003

MalKng address:
be MM
01 Anmony-Seeger Hal
USC MM
James Madison University
Hamsonburg. Virginia 22807
Phone: 1540) 56M127 Fan: (540) 566-6736
E-Mail address: trie <vwreQ/mu sdu
Breeze Net: nttp/Avwwffworaere org

DOW JONES

+ 14.07

+ 4.57

close: 2750.54

dose: 98281

NASDAQ

+ 11.42

+ 4.28

close: 1852.90

dose: 1026.27

Bookkeeper
Susan Sniffled

Section phone numbers
Style: KB-3151
News XM699
OpHonFocus XS-3S46
Sports >8«709
Pnoiy&aphics xM749

Receptionist
Angie McWhorter

Business/Technology
Coordinator
Donna Dunn

MISSION

ADVERTISING STAFF

The Breeze, the
studenl-njn newspaper
of James Madison
University, serves student and faculty readership by reporting
news involving Ihe
campus and local
community The
Breeze strives to be
impartial and fair in its
reporting and firmly
behoves in its First
Amendment rights

.0610

Ads Manager
Lauren Kinelsta

Assistant Ads
Manager
Matt Lastner

Advertising
Executives:
Jason Brown
Steve Doherty
RyanFagan
Elizabeth Hamner
Jessica Lapierre

Advertising
Designers:
Beverly Kitchens
Lisa Marietta
Joan Massaro
James Matarese
Jess Woodward

CLASSIFIEDS
■ How to place a classified Come to
The Breeze office weekdays between 8
am and 5 p.m
■ Cost S3 00 tor the first 10 words. $2
for each additional 10 words; boxed
classified, $10 per column inch.
■ Deadlines noon Friday for Mondiy
issue, noon Tuesday for Thursday issue
■ Classifieds must be pad in advance
m The Breeze office.

Sunday Morning BluesP
"We respect the inherent worth and dignity of every person."
We provide a challenging atmosphere to assist

Thursday - (College Tarty) D|/Dancing A
Friday- Karaoke
Saturday - Fletcher BridgelO/O)
Sunday - Free pool
^
Spec* Di

you in finding your spiritual path.
JMU CAMPUS INFO: Contact Rev. Byrd Tetzlaff: uurevbyrd@hotmoil.com
Sunday Morning Children's Program for Ages 5-17

Harrisonburg Unitarian Universalists
TAKE 33 WEST 5 MILES TO DALE ENTERPRISE
http://HUUweb.org

Phone: 867-0073

Sunday Worship 10:30AM

Leonard W. Aamodt, MD, MCOG

Srunatufoan,

R

Evan V Forsnes, MD, FACOC
Marlha A.Jones, CNM, MS

I

Barbara M Kirkland. CNM, MS
Donna L Schminkey, CNM. MPH
Profcaaional Care with a Prraonel Touch

Harrisonburg. VA 22801-3753

Insurance and

Birth Comrol

Major Credit

Office (540) 438-1314

Colposcopy

Cards Accepled

Toll Free (887) 438-1314

Hreast Exams

Desktops • Notebooks • Printers • Monitors • Scanners • Parts

Lax (540) 438-0797

540-442-7335
Hours: Mon-Sat, 9am to 7pm

www.swhc net

*

Parts. Peril '■ ■ i/s. and Si

o Low Price - Quality Brands
o Expert Advice
o Expert Upgrades & Repairs

119 University Blvd., Suite B

Annual Gyn Exam

RT Computer Systems
Con

*

In Kroger Shopping Center
Beside Plan 9 Music

open! dais a week

«Mttf
Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza.

JMU
DEAL
Open Late Night

1060 Use This CdapoB Ear [

r — — — — — — — — — — — — ._

; Two Large Cheese Pizzas !

:

$11.99

702 E. Market St.

!
433-PAPA

OuFmtWtaH \
Sunday-Thursday Only Exp. 9/25/D3
Mtnst

I

AUGUST,4,

■ Rise and Shine
Up til Dawn hopes to raise
$25,000 for St. /tide Children's
Hospital.

NEWS
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"This program will sometimes call up 10 times the
amount of sources I would have found
using "Google'...."
MEGBEAZLEY

sophomore

AROUND

■•feVjlSUKMI
Gov. Warner on tour to
address education inititive
Virginia Gov.
Mark
Warner is scheduled to
speak at 10 a.m. in Festival
at the College Center.
This is part of his "threeday, seven-city tour of the
Commonwealth to introduce and promote his
'Education for a Lifetime'
initiatives." according to a
Sept. 3 the release.
This is the first of his three

rin western Virginia. He
will stop at Roanokc
Higher Education Center and
Virginia High School in Bristol
The governor also plans
on
visiting
Virginia
Commonwealth University
in Richmond, Norfolk State
University in Norfolk and
University of Virginia in
Charlottesville

Storms delay Student
Organization Night
With
thunderstorms
preventing the Student
Organization Night, the
event has been rescheduled for Thursday Sept. 25
from 5 to 8 p.m.
The event was initially
scheduled for Monday,
Sept. 1 but due to rain it
was canceled. The rain date
Tuesday, Sept. 2 also was
canceled
due to the
inclement weather.
Student Organization Night
will host about 150 clubs
according to the Student
Organization Services Web site,
laanpnufdu/ucenlerhen. Food
and prizes will be provided.
There is a Student
Organization Night every
semester, allowing students to
see what clubs JMU has to offer,
according to the Web site.
If you had a table, you
need to contact Jen Forman
by Wednesday. Sept. 10 at
formanjl@jmu.edu or X83792
to confirm.

■%!■■=>«■
M \ 1)1 > Virginia chapter
appoints new members
CHARLOTTESVILLE—
New members to the
Central Virginia Chapter
of Mother's Against Drunk
Driving were appointed,
according to a MADD
press release.
Each member will serve
for a two-year term and
assist in MADD's "mission
to stop drunk driving, supCl the victims of this vioi crime and prevent
underage drinking," according to the release.
New board members are
Pete Gillcn, the coach of the
University of Virginia's men's
basketball team. Ron Huber,
the City of CharlottcsviUe assistant Commonwealth's attorney, and Brad Chandler, senior
partner o(Chandler, Franklin &
CBryan Affiliated law Offices.

Sen. Kerry launches
presidential campaign
MT. PLEASANT, S.C. —
Sen.
|ohn
Kerry
of
Massachusetts, surrounded
by symbols of his service In
Vietnam, formally launched
his presidential campaign
Tuesday.
He spoke with a harsh
indictment of President George
W Bush — and a newly combative edge toward Howard
Dean, the rival who has surged
to the forefnmt of the 2004
Democratic race, according to
The L<s Angeles Times.
Overall, Kerry's speech
did more to recapitulate
than redefine the case he has
made for his candidacy in
the last vear
But by drawing • sucOtNlon of contrasts with
Dean on tamt. gun control
and foreign policy, the
address outlined the arguments Kerry is hoping will
ajlow him to capture the
Initiative trom the former
Vermont governor.

KKISII \ ix>\1U.W««gpbiuitniplvr
Frethmon Anita Nguyen, left, Travii Smith and graduate student, Thomas Ware work on the first floor of Carrier Library. Over 30 databases were added to
the library's resources this year, according to Jennifer Keach. electronic services librarian.

Half-million in library funds put to use
BY KATE THROO

contributing writer
Carrier Library's collection
budget increased about
$500,000 to improve student
senices and resources this year.
About $65,000 or the funds,
which were allocated to the
library from the university's
general fund, have been used
to buy over 30 new databases,
according to Jennifer Keach,
electronic services librarian.
The remaing majority of
funds will go to buy new books
.llhl VRltXKt fill TOill tM.«.l*1Ilk

department and improve
library technology. An additional $68,000 each year will be
spent maintaining the new databases, according to Keach.
Funds were obtained with
the help of President Linwood
(toe's continual effort to
improve
the
universe's
resources and educational
opportunities despite recent
budget cuts, according to Ralph
Alberico, dean of libraries and
educational technologies.
"We look forward to using

the money to acquire both
online databases and more
books to support students and
faculty at JMU," Alberico said.
The latest addition to the
Carrier library is the Wilson
Omni file Full Text Mega
Edition database, which provides access to full-text articles
direct from H.W. Wilson, a
publishing company, for a reasonable price. According to rcfettnCS librarian Rebecca Feind,
Wilson Omnifile is "a major
access point for finding scholarly information."
WiUon

OmiM.il..

accessed through the- library
Web site from any computer
on campus or in a remote location by thousands of people
simultaneously, according to
Feind. The database is an interdisciplinary database that
allows easy access to hundreds
of journals, full-text articles,
article abstracts and citations
in arts and humanities, general
siii'mv, business, technology
and social sciences.
The students and faculty
who already have taken

advantage of the new research
databases seem to be very satisfied with the results.
"It's amazing how much
information
the
Wilson
Omnifile database will provide in comparison to the databases I've used in the past.
This program will sometimes
call up 10 times the amount of
sources I would have found
using 'Google' or even a different library database," sophomore Meg Beazley said.
The Reader's Guide fulltext database section of the
Wn-..«

Xn1.ff.Mii*.

.An|.ln«

thousands of articles dating
back to IftW, according to
Feind. The database contains
print that crosses several
decades in common American
penodicals. Many of the fulltext articles found in the
Wilson Omnifile database are
also accessible in PDF format
— how they originally
appeared in publication.
i attain symbols indicate
where else to find these articles
ser FUNDS, page 4

National economy showing signs
of improvement after recession
Bv

ANDRKW KAPLAN

Michigan Daily
Many readers browsing
through recent newspapers
consider the national economy to still be in a recession.
Journals report that unemployment is at a 10-year
high — about 6.5 percent —
with growth averaging less
than 3 percent since fiscalyear end 2001.
But University of Michigan
tvonomists say the downturn
ended November 2001.
The economy will begin to
shake off aftereffects of the
rnt'"uin and gather speed
over the ne\t n» fiscal quarters, according to I two-year
economic forecast issued by
the University Research
Seminar in Quantitative
I .nnomio last month.
"Looking ahead, we Mi
more and more reason to
believe that the positives in
the outlook are gaining in
force," the report states,
adding that low interest
rates and income-tax cuts
have softened the blow of
widespread jobloatlwlll and
staggering oil prices.
'Hairing further tml\ sigmluant negative environmental shocks'" — such as terrorism, war and corporate scandals — "we expect the positives in the outlook to carry the
day" the report states.
In tact, production levels

have exceeoed pre woBssioti
rates, although high unem-

ployment has obscured signs
of that recovery, university
economists said.
"In terms of production
of output, the economy is
way ahead of what it was
at the start of the recession Saul Hymans, director of RSQE, said. "But
what we haven't recovered
and continue to lose is
employment."

Unemployment Woes
Unemployment It at 6.5
percent, a 10 year high
I Economic growth hat
been recorded at leu
than 3 percent tince
2001
I Expertt tat i growth
rate of atlaast 3
pecent it necesury to
generate jobt

Hymans added that despite
the lack of jobs, the economic
recession ended as the fiross
domestic product began increasing. Still, he said, the economy
must grow at a rate of at least 3
percent to generate jobs.
"Employment is the last
thing that's happening in the
economy," Hymans said.
"But we don't have enough
recover), to have increases in
employment "

Many of the unemployed
are students seeking their
tn.t |obi Over the last year,
workers between the ages of
20 and 24 have lost man than
500,000 jobs, while workers
aged 25 to 34 actually gained
jobs, according to the U.S.
Department of I-abor.
In addition to positive
predictions from economists, current consumer sentiment and future economic
expectations have improved
significantly since April,
according to a university
survey
of
consumers
released Friday.
"Consumers exhibit a
greater awareness of positive
economic developments in
August than any other time
during the past five years," the
survey states, referring to a
consumer expectations index
that registered 20 percent
above levels in March 2003.
"The prevailing favorable
views of consumers about
their
future
economic
prospects will support a
robust pace of consumer
spending during the MOOfld
half of 2003," said Richard
Curtin, director of Surveys of
Consumers in I statement.
According to the RSQE
report, the unemployment
rate will fall below 5.25
percent by the end of 2005.
The Federal Reserve will
also raise interest rates and
economic growth will reach
4.8 percent during the
beginning of 2004.

Freshman Anita Nguyen completes research wfth databases at
Carrier Library. More databases are to be added throughout the
year, according to Jennifer Keach, electronic services librarian.

Up til Dawn sets new
fund-raising goals high
BY TONI DUNCAN AND
KKLLY JASPER

news editors
Rawing money for children
with pediatric cancers and diseases. Up 'til Dawn has high
expectations foi tins sear 's
fund-raising campaign.
The funds go to St. |ude
Children's Hospital, which has
received $ 35 million from over
110 universities in the nation in
the last five years, according to
Jeff Gardino, manager of collegiate marketing tor M fudo/i
"We hope the organization
just skyrockets this year, and
we're able to raise over $2C>,IX)0,"
said (en C ircmI. i, executive directs ! ast year we raised $10,000
lor the hospital, and the year
before that we raised $16,000. 1
hope to double that"
JMU has been involved
with Up til Dawn for three
years since the organization's
launch five years ago. St.
Jude's. located in Memphis,
Tenn., is a center for research
and treatment of catastniphic
diseases in children, primarily
pediatric cancers, according to
:.,/,.ofw, St. Jude has
approximately 4,000 patients
in active status and treats children without regard to race,
religion, cnxxl or ability to pay,
according to Grenito.
About 20 4-to-lO-person
teams work together to fund
raise, according to Grenito. Any
JMU students, faculty or staff
can. rvatea team she said
There are several ways

teams get donations for the
hospital, according to senior
Elizabeth McCency, recruitment chair last year teams
often held fund raisers outside
of Wal-Mart and Mr. J's Bagels
and Deli. Grenito said teams
frequently raised $100 per
hour at these events.
Up 'til Dawn would like to
focus on a letter-writing campaign this year, which Grenito
said proved to be the most efficient way to fund raise for the
hospital. "We write letters to
family, friends and businesses
informing them about Up 'til
Dawn and raise about $5,000
per hour spent sending out letters," she said
In October the gmup will
hold a letter-writing party for
the teams and any other students interested in the organization, Grenito said.
An end-of-the-year party
will be held in February to
celebrate the organization's
fund-raising achievements.
According to McCeney, the
12-hour party, which was
held at UREC last year and
attracted about 200 people,
will have a changing theme
each hour.
Gnnilotaid one of the most
important parts of the night is
testimonies and stories from
the patients and their family
members at St Jude "PatkTits
come to the party and share
their stones with everyone."
-lu laid. "1 think it really drives
home how important it is to
fund raise for the hospital."
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U.S. gives U.N. 'more of a say' in Iraq to binge drinking
R\

To avoid the rancor and retri
butions of past negotiations, U. S
officials hope to engage in
behind-the-scenes diplomacy at
the United Nations and in
Powell's contacts with his counterparts over the next two weeks,
possibly with a vote this month
when the UN. General
Assembly opens in New York.
The most immediate need in
Iraq is additional troop deployments to bolster the nearly
170,000 soldiers from the United
States, Britain and other nations.
U. S. officials believe a new U.N.
resolution would convince two
key Muslim countries, Pakistan
and Turkey, as well as India, to
provide troops.
The United States is particularly interested in troops from
Muslim countries, both to help
in sensitive areas associated
with Islam and in conferring
legitimacy on the mission by
making it appear less foreign to
Iraqis, 1 S. officials said.
To win over reluctant allies,
the pivotal U.S. compromise,
floated last week by the State
Department, is to create a multinational force under a UN. flag
but not under absolute U.N.
control. The troops would not
wear the light blue helmets or
berets of U.N. forces in other
global hotspots.
Administration officials
expressed confidence that
they could win support for
the draft.
Indeed, Russian President
Vladimir V Putin, during a visit
to Italy, suggested Moscow
could support a UN-sponsored

&

ROBIN WRIGHT

MAGGIE FARLEY

Los Angeles Times
The George W. Bush administration decided Tuesday to submit a resolution giving the
United Nations a more prominent role in security operations in
Iraq, as well as the nation's political transition and economic
reconstruction, U. S. officials said.
The strategy marks a significant shift and comes amid the
mounting casualties and increasing costs of operations in Iraq. By
giving the United Nations more
of a say, the United States hopes
to solicit more troops and money
to help stabilize the country and
facilitate reconstruction and the
hand-over of powerIn a meeting Tuesday with
Secretary of State Colin L.
Powell and national security
adviser Condoleezza Rice,
President Bush agreed to language in a draft resolution that
the United States will begin circulating at the Security Council
Wednesday, officials said.
The new U.S. diplomatic
effort at the world body follows
a year of tension with the international community on Iraq
and comes less than six months
after Washington was forced to
withdraw a resolution seeking
international approval for war
and instead form its own coalition to oust Saddam Hussein.
It also comes as some
Democratic presidential candidates and others have
raised questions about U.S.
policy in Iraq.

P-LOG, from pa,

Property Damage
A non-student reported damage to both the side \ i
raft of a vehicle in
between Aug. 30.ii
and Aug. 31 at noon.

between 12:30 and 1:45 p.m.
The wallet contained n debit
card, )AC card and a drivi i
license.
Petty Larceny
A JMU student reported a
JAC card stolen from the
patio of PC Dukes Aug. 29
at 2 pm.
A JMU student reported the
larceny of a commuter parking
tag from a vehicle between
Aug 29at 1201 a.m andSept.
1 at 1 p.m.

An unknown person
the second flour hallway
Sheldon Hall by throw.
on the carpel Sept 1 .it iThere was abo food
from the refrigerator in
lounge and left on the floorNumber of drunk in pub
ihargeb .i:. « \. >;

force under a unified command.
"Regarding the possibility of
participation of international
forces in Iraq under U.S. command, we don't see anything
wrong with this," he said.
The draft resolution has four
basic areas, according to. officials at the State Department,
where the draft originated.
They include:
— Reaffirming the "vital role"
of the United Nations in Iraq.
— Mandating joint efforts by the
U.N. and the U.S. led coalition to
support the Iraqi political process
and the transition to a democratically elected government.
— Calling for troop contributions by other countries within a
United Nations framework
with a single, unified command
led by the United States.
— Accelerating efforts at reconstruction at conferences of donor
nations and others this fall.
Bush directed Powell to pursue the US-proposed draft resolution at the United Nations
based on these genera) guidelines, with some leeway for
shifts in language to accommodate the concerns of other members of the Security Council,
most notably France, Russia and
Germany, U.S. officials said. All
three were outspoken in opposing the war.
In wake of last month's
bombing at the U.N. headquarters in Baghdad, there has been
intense discussion in the New
York office of U.N. secretary-general Kofi Annan about what the
U.N. role in Iraq should be.
Tuesday, only 50 of the world

body's 300 international staff
members previously in Baghdad
remained in the Iraqi capital
while top officials reassessed
their mission in the country.
Annan has stressed that the
first priority is to establish security, and he has suggested a
U.N.-authorized "coalition of
the willing" under a U.S. command to do it. Once conditions
are stable enough to resume
humanitarian and political
work, the United Nations can
expand its reach in Iraq.
"We should search for a
natural role for the U.N.,"
the world body's assistant
secretary-general for political affairs, Danilo Turk, said
Tuesday. "We can find a role
in organizing elections, we
can be helpful in expediting
a constitution."
But Turk emphasized that
the world body — and the US.led occupation administration
— should not lose sight of the
ultimate goal: Allowing Iraqis to
reclaim control over their own
nation. "The W.N. is not there tu
replace the Iraqis," he said. 'The
U.N. is there to assist them."
Meanwhile, the European
Commission today will hold a
meeting of the "core group" of
international
donors
in
Brussels to assemble the initial
assessments for the reconstruction of Iraq, State Department
spokesman Richard Boucher
told reporters.
The meeting is part of preparation for an international conference of donors scheduled for
Madrid. Spain, Oct. 23 to 24.

FUNDS: Database created
FUNDS, from page 3
on the Internet and in hard copy
format in the library, "link Finder
Plus" is the feature that shows
other access points for the informa tion found in the database. The
database lets you get articles you
normally would need to search
manually for in the library electronically, but it also provides articles that cannot be found anywhere else on campus, Feind said.
Another recently installed
program for the Carrier

Library is the Alexander
Street Press, L.L.C.. which is
used for theater research and
has the full-text version of
approximately 900 plays.
The database allows students
to access rare sources. These new
sources were found in the unpublished archives of publishing companies and are available to students for the first time, according
to Feind. For a complete list of new
databases, go to umnvJib.imu.aiu/
,tattitasesMewdaUbases.hlm

Looking,,, IK PERFECT, FLEXIBLE

BY KAWANZA

L. GRIFFIN

Milwaukee Journal Sentinel
The same week that the
University of Wisconsin was
ranked the nation's No. 2 party
school, a study suggests a new
explanation for all that binge
drinking — genetics
College students whocarried
a particular version of a common gene tended to have more
harmful drinking habits than
those who had a different version, according to a study published in the journal Alcohol and
Alcoholism
The gene, known as the serotonin transporter 5-HTT previously has shown to play a key
role in emotions, including
depression and anxiety.
"One might speculate that
in a new environment, like college, if one is prone to a higher
level of anxiety, one might also
be more likely to use alcohol,"
said Paolo B. DePetrillo, the
senior investigator with the
National Institute on Alcohol
Abuse and Alcoholism, who
co-authored the study.
However, DePetrillo said the
relationship between drinking
and emotions is not clearly
understood, and that further
studies are needed.
Researchers surveyed
about 200 Caucasian college students aged 17 to 23
years old about their alcohol consumption and then
collected their saliva to
look at a gene that helps
regulate serotonin, a chemical messenger known to
play a part in depression.
Everyone inherits long or
short versions of the 5-HTT
gene from their parents, resulting in three possible mmbinabons: two short, two long or a
short and long.
Although the majority of the
general population has either
two short or two long genes,
about 30 percent of the white
population has one of each
gene. DePetrillo said.
But the percentage varies
within each ethnic group, he
said. For example, AfricanAmericans tend to have a higher

proportion of the long variant,
while Asians have more short
variants, he said.
Binge drinking defined as
five or more drinks at a single
sitting for men and four for
women, was more prevalent in
students with two copies of the
short form of the gene, the study
found. In addition, those students were more likely to drink
to get drunk and to consume
more drinks.
The study also found that
having at least one copy of
the long variant was protective; those students tended to
drink less, even though they
went out to drink as often as
other students.
A study last month by
Madison researchers also
found that people with two
short genes were more likely to develop depression
after experiencing many
stressful events.
Alcoholism affects one out
of every 13 adults, or about 14
million Americans, according
to the alcoholism institute. Men
typically have more problems
associated with their drinking,
though alcohol problems are
highest among young adults
ages 18 to 29 and lowest among
adults ages 65 and older.
More than 70 percent of
adult Wisconsinites drink, and
a love affair with booze begins
by age 10, according to the
Centers lor Disease Control
and Prevention. Despite a drop
in the percentage of students
who binge drink at UWMadison — from 66 percent in
2001 to 62 percent in 2003—the
school still managed to leap
from 10th to second place in
The Princeton Review's national "party school" rankings.
"It's a chronic problem,
and it's a struggle |to quit)
because drinking has immediate effects for people who
drink." said Allen Zweben,
director of the Center for
Addiction and Behavioral
Health Research and a pro
fessor of social work at IIWMilwaukee. "But the more
you drink, the more harmful
it becomes."

on-campus job?

The Breeze is now hiring a

CLASSIFIEDS ADVERTISING MANAGER
I he classifieds advertising manage! is responsible lor laying out tin- classifieds section
oi the newspapci

INng

Q.i uk XPress, .is well .is. inputting classifieds cm 7Jn Brec i

Web site In addition, they «ill be in . hargc of promoting > lassifieds advertisement sales,
generating ncv. . Iients, working within a deadline and keeping a spreadsheet log ol ill
clients and advertisements I Ins position requires approximately Hi to 12 hours per week
and is a paid salary

Submit your resume by Sept. 10
Contact Lauren Kinelski foi more information xH 6127

Wanted:
The Breeze is now hiring
an ONLINE EDITOR
Interested?
Send in a resume and a
cover letter to
Drew Wilson, Breeze editor.
by Sept. 12 at 4 p.m.

The Breeze is located in the basement of
Anthony Seeger Hall.
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TECH: Dukes hope to survive Hokies PROBLEM: Woes
cause commuter
parkers frustration

TECH, from page 1
against Virginia T«h "I'll ask
them to count one Mississippi,
two Mississippi before My
rush," he said jokingly at
Tuesday's press luncheon.
Matthews said you just
have to be smart about it if the
game gets out of hand.
"Hopefully we will be in the
game the whole way. We feel
like we can, but I'm more than
concerned
about injuries
because we have big conference games coming back home
that are much more important
than the Virginia Tech game.
"1 think you play it by ear,"
Matthews added. "You have to
see what's going on, how you're
protecting, what's the score,
how does Matt feel, has he been
whacked three or four times.
You just have to play it by ear on
what is going on in the game."
His concern about injuries is
based on other Division l-AA
teams in recent years.
"Look what happened to

Hofstra [University! playing
Marshall," Matthews said of last
weekend's game. "They lost a lot
of players. In my brain, [the
game against Virginia Tech| is a
non-conference game. It's not
more important than the liberty
(University) game I'm sure our
bookkeeping department loves
il LttcaUM they are getting a big
check. In terms of a football
coach, I'm concerned about staying healthy at quarterback."
Virginia Tech coach Frank
Beamer said he thinks the BUM
is great for the Dukes.
"I would hope that this is
good for the state of Virginia,"
Beamer said. "Hopefully it's
good for James Madison.
Financially, you have to know
about finances at [Division] IAA. So hopefully it helps them
in that regard. 1 think it's great
for their fans to get a diffen*nt
atmosphere. I don't really see a
lot of drawbacks for myself. "
However, Matthews thinks
otherwise. JMU is getting

paid $150,000 to play the
Hokies, according to JMU
Athletic Director Jeff Bourne.
"I just think when we play
this game, we should get more
money," Matthews said. "1
know this deal was set [8] years
ago, and the present administration had nothing to do with
setting this deal. It's a bad deal.
I've tried to get them to
demand more money because
\w re not getting paid any
money. You go play them so
you can make more money and
to help youf budget out."
Bourne said JMU probably
would have asked for more
money, but when the contract
was signed, the Hokies were
not the caliber of a team that
they are now.
"If we were negotiating a
contract for the first time, you
bet (we'd ask for more money J,"
Bourne said Wednesday.
Matthews noted the difference in the level of competition.
"When we warm up down

there Saturday, they've got 60
kids warming up on their end,
and I'll have 60 kids warming
up on my end," Matthews said.
"I wanted all 60 of his guys, and
I would have given every one of
them a scholarship to come to
this place. They didn't even talk
to the guys in the gold helmets.
Think about that."
NOTES: JMU will be without
red-shirt senior defensive end
Tim Smith, who broke his foot
against liberty. Red-shirt safety
Jay Paige also is doubtful with a
swollen knee, along with junior
long snapper Josh Haymore,
who separated his shoulder in
the season opener.... JMU still is
waiting to hear from the NCAA,
which is ruling on the academic
eligibility of red-shirt freshman
tailback Maurice Fenner. ...
Virginia Tech players Marcus
Vick and Brandon Manning
both will miss Saturday's contest after the two were suspended Monday for one game for
"violation of team policies."

HOOPS: PARKING: Va. colleges deal
Playing
for charity
HOOPS, from page!
senior Rob Barnard, who helped
to organize the event.
Last year, Hoops for Kids
raised $1,920 and it is expected
to be even more successful this
year, according to Bernard.
Junior Billy Gulley, Sigma
Nu fraternity vice president,
said, "Our Sigma Nu chapter
has been doing Hoops for
Kids for over 10 years, and it
has grown every year since
I've been here."
Senior Jenny Ix>gan, Delta
Delta Delta sorority philanthropy chair, said, "Hoops for Kids
brings different organizations
together at JMU to benefit the
Make-A-Wish Foundation."
For more information, to
make a donation or play on the
courts, visit the tent at the bottom of the Village before
Friday at 5 p.m.

PARKING, from page \
number of parking spaces
most of the time. Penny
Mills, an employee of
Virginia
Tech
Parking
Services, said that there are
5,120 commuter spaces and
2,996
resident
ipace^
which she said is enough to
fulfill
student
needs.
However, Virginia Tech has
28,000 students
ODU also says it has
enough spots. "We have
7,500 spaces with 80 percent
dedicated to students,"Long
said. He said this amount of
spaces is adequate "80 percent of the time."
The parking permit fees
are also a problem amongst
students at the univcrrittCJ
I ecs nrtte .is high as $204 at
UVa. for premium student
parking at dorms, to as low as
$76 for Virginia Tech and S50
,i yew at Radford University.
"We live in a rural area
and most people here are not
,u, ustumed to paying higher
parking fees, so we try and

keep the prices down," Mills
said. However, she said that
the "faculty and staff think
our fen are too high."
Some students said that
they would pay the fee,
though, if it meant that they
were guaranteed a parking
spot near their classrooms.
"The closest lot that is for
freshmen [and] sophomore
students is almost always
full, so you usually have to
park really far at the other
lot," Radford sophomore Katie
Bennett said.
Snior Doug Spahr, who
transferred to George Mason
from ODU, said, "You can
never find a spot at George
Mason ... Instead of getting
more parking lots, they
repainted the lines to make
the spaces smaller" Spahr,
who drives a Dodge Dakota,
said that it makes it much
more difficult to park.
He said that parking was
better at ODU because it was
Cossible to park in neighboroods right next to the uni-

Harrisonburg 0B/GYN Associates, PC
C. Larry Whitten, MD M. Catherine Slusher. MD Louis E. Nelson, III, MD
Herbert E. Bing, MD Michael J. Botticelli, MD Jason K. Gentry, MD
Maribeth P. Loynes. MD Sherry L. Mongold, FNP

versity if necessary.
Kirby said that at UVa.,
parking in any outside neighborhoods is not allowed
because they have their own
parking decals, and you will
get ticketed.
"If you park anywhere
illegally for two minutes,
you are going to get a ticket," he added.
The fees for citations are
fairly similar across the
schools. Parking in a nonauthorized zone is a fee of
$20 for both ODU and
Longwood University. It is
$25 at JMU and Radford. The
fee is $30 at both Va. Tech and
UVa., and at George Mason
the citation is $35.
Parking
services
at
Virginia universities are looking into improving their
parking situation.
Kirby said that UVa. is in
the process of making a
new parking lot.
According to Yates. ODU
is planning on adding three
more parking garages.

PROBLEM, from page 1
for her prachcums.
She said she cannot think of
"any better solutions" than the
lots the)* have, but that residents
should have been allowed to
park in the parking garage on
the weekends.
In order to park in their
respective lots, both commuter
and resident students must pay
a fee of $140 for the 2003-'O4
school year. This fee, along with
ticket revenue, helps to pay for
the enforcement of parking laws
— along with the maintenance
of parking lots — including
snow removal, according to the
Parking Services Web site,
http:/ftveb.fmu.edu/parking.
Some students find this fee
too expensive.
"If you have to wait more
that 15 minutes for a spot to
clear up, the $140 ain't worth it,"
senior Adam Moorcfield said.
Stollery said the meters
should run longer than the
current 30- and 60-minute limits. This would allow for students who do not want to pay
the $140 to park on campus an
opportunity to use a meter and
attend their entire class.
Students feel the addition
of parking lots would help
ease this problem. However,
this costs
money
and
requires additional land.
"Additional parking lots
are constructed when space
and funding an? available,"
Yates said. "However, the aesthetics of our campus must be
considered, and certainly no
one wants to add parking lots
at the expense of the overall
appearance of campus."
Student
Government
Association President Levar
Stoney said, "While there is
not adequate parking, there's
enough to get by, but we need
more funds. With the cuts
from the Commonwealth [of
Virginia], we don't have
money to make spaces ... I
don't blame the university but
the Commonwealth."
According to Yates, new lots

WOMEN'S
BLUE
HEALTH
CENTER, P.L.C.
RIDGE*
^Dwn to us fan all uoux hraltnrtvu. nuax

Are pleated to announce

Maribeth P. Loynes, MD
Will be joining their practice of Obstetrics and Gynecology
September 1, 2003
2291 Evelyn Byrd Ave.
Harrisonburg, VA

are in the process of being built
between Warsaw and Patterson
streets, which is located near
Buffalo Wild Wings. He said it
will hold about 100 cars and will
be available mid-September to
resident students.
He said since the campus
has gone through a lot of
expansions within the past
few years, it is more difficult
to find areas to put lots that
are close to classrooms.
Fines for parking viola*
tions have increased in some
instances this year. According
to Yates, this is to help "deter
some of the most problematic
parking behaviors."
Parking in a restricted
area has increased from a
fine of $20 to $25. Parking on
a sidewalk has increased
from a fine of $20 to $40.
Parking in a handicap
space/discharge area/access
area all have increased as
well from a charge of $100 to
$150, according to Yates.
Senior Brian Nido, SGA vice
president of student affairs,
said, "To avoid parking citations, just follow the proper
parking guidelines."
Students fed up with
parking on campus may find
alternative transportation a
solution. Buses offer many
stops and take students to
class in a timely matter.
Senior Kate Pazdan said
that she tends to ride her bike
to class because she wants to
avoid the heavy traffic.
Nido said, "Naturally, there
are not enough spots for every
' student on this campus, and to
alleviate the limited number,
carpooling
and
our
Harrisonburg Transit System
are options."
With the large demand for
spaces, the parking situation
will not be resolved easily.
While students may not be
able to park necessarily
where they want to in the
mornings, Yates said that
"JMU makes every effort to
provide adequate parking."

(640) 434-3831
(800) 545-3348

Accepting New Patient*

Now Accepting Flex!

Richard E.N. Sedwick, MD, FACOG
Nancy I. Durning, MN, RN-CS, FNP-C

1885 Port Republic Road Harrisonburg, VA
www.brwhc.yourmd.com •

1.7 miles east of 1-81 exit 245

433-6613

Bus Route #2

$1 off
any purchase of
$5 or more
(excapt lottery) with coupon

433-4800

433-1821

298-9439

North Mason Street

2485 South Main Street

249 South Ave Elkton

Fueling Our Community.
Locations in Harrisonburg:
l^***aT
1911 S. High St. (near Wal-Mart)
1001 E. Market St. (Dunkin Donuts location)*FLEX accepted*
1168 Virginia Ave (Across from EMU)
Not Valid With Any Other Oiler. No Copies Accepted. Expires 9/30/03

HOWS YOUR LOVE LIFE??

GREAT FOOD
REASONABLY PRICED

SINGLE? I.carn how to spot a jerk !
INVOLVED? Make your Relationship
soar and sparkle! Recognize the Six
Love Busters, plus much, much more
that damage ANY Relationship!
GAIN the knowledge, tools and
confidence to make your intimate
relationships fly sky-high!
Don't learn everything the painful, hard way! Get SMART! is a remarkable forum of Mid-Adantic experts, shanng what it
REALLY takes for successful love!
Get SMART! Transform your Love Relationships and your Life!
Mondays, 6:45-9:15 PM, September 8*October 13*, 105 Zane Showkcr
More i«fonnalion? Go 10 »■«•*• |mu edu/cpd/geisnurt or call 54S-3249
Sign up toon! Space ia limited.

Simple J^easures (^afe
New Hours!

Now Open for
Lunch and Dinner
Monday-Saturday
• Fresh baked breads and goodies
• Homemade soups and salads
• Care packages ^Sj^k
• Boar's Head Dell %£&
• Catering for all occasions
498 Hm„J,, )ii,l.
JUnt*.\ J rum C afro

564-2988
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Cool Hits For Back To SchoolI

RECOMMENDS
"Exciting...Very Acule...ll Is so
tripping that one finishes It wishing II
were even longer."
-Mall on Sunday

Robert Randolph

Fabelous

Mike Gordon

Unclassified

Street Dreams

Inside In

On Sale $13 99 cd
"A signatura sound thai suggastt
Sly'i own Fan* mN«i «ta bi oBi
•rt Alkman and DooOia at a got pa1
throwdown *
• Entartatfimant WsakUf

On Sale $13 99 cd
f aboioui ii an or-ginat rap artist
'aflacling a thug* poalic ntlura on
STREET DREAMS, a hypaoK twit
through a (aintbai world, but with ai
apsaalmgrf organic tour guida

On Sale $1299 cd
Many yaan in tha making. M<ka Gordon.
busait end fcwnding mamba' of •>•
iair*il lock bind Phaah. ralaaias ha
highly snoops lad toto album

"...immers[es] us in an age whose greatest
monument Is not a painting or a building,
but a book."
Jane's Addiction

BenHerpsw

Strays

Diamonds on the Inside
On Sale $13.99 cd

On Sale $13.99 cd
"An a-mMoua. auibf ant aflort fiat
movas Bvougft hard-rock cava
stona* wto swsgganng tank and
Mwft Mb. STRAYS sounds faha tha
work or a convnrtad band mianl on
hanging around"
■Entana-nmBfllWaaktv

M

Poaaaaaad ol aa aam -Han .oca
and ana* orchaaGal v>flias*V on Via
Wahutnbom lap rtda acoustic guitar.
Caltornaborn but DdRa-draammg
Narpar has a toal olminy cotours
soul' Mojo

Black Rebel
Motorcycle Club
Take Th#m On, On Your Own
On Sale St 99 cd
laka Tt*n r> On Tow Own* hw aksady
baan aaa.*ad as a maaiaroMca' by fts
NME and ia*aratai Stack Ftea*. MMarcyc*
Oitl ant-astabiahnwit •*« and tkas
baaat si rock'n'roll as proM rnusk

Mat

Strelch Armstrong

Juliana Thaory

Destination Beautiful

Engage

Livt 10.31.2Mt

On Sale $10.99 cd
Tha band dannas thair sound ■■
"rnaloalk, tnsrgebc 'ocft* which u
nlbMncad by baj rock and pop erfM
Ms 'Tha Btaflu U2 Miehaal
Jackson and Dapacha Mod* *

On Sale $11.99 cd
Stratcfi Arm Slang is sal to bfmg
Oiair brand ol posreva hardcora to an
avan broada' audwica And. Oiatr
naw album. Engaga. may just ba Via
cateh/H
•Hard MUSK Mag a/-n a

On Sale $11 99 cd
Tha Juliana Thaory m a young band
who hava of ovan whal can ba acconv
abshad wrrh a lot ol bard woi* a era
ahwtv On thi Irva racord 01a band at
caigbt in front ol a homatown crowd
ahnrtaa toma of Dlaa bait longil

MJ

434-9999
KROGER SHOPPING CTR
1790-96 E. Market St.
Mon-Sat. 10-9. Sunday 12-6

'...this is a staggering tribute to uber-critic
Barzun's legendary intelligence and
canlankerousness."
■Publishers Weekly

NEW & USED
WHAT A RECORD

tTom

»MOUUD

aai

•Man bean you buyi Chack out Plan 9 tor naw ft
used CDs and DVDs, sccassonas. anporll. ndaas.
vinyl, tickets lo kxal awnts, soactal ordari

WWW.PLAN9MUSIC.COM

TATTOO
&
In a CUMI of ta own.

Come to the place in Harrisonburg
with the best

REPUTATION
HOURS:
TUES.-THURS. 12 NOON TO 8PM
FRI. & SAT. 12 NOON TO 10PM
CLOSED SUN. & MON.

200 SOUTH AVENUE
HARRISONBURG, VA
540-433-5612
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Let's be honest — students who have to
reenact the Lewis and Clark expedition
to get to class from a parking lot are not
in the mood to notice how aesthetically
pleasing the campus landscape is.
•M bom* tutorial, Mmr
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"... my lack of fear is a question of
faith rather than a disregard for my
personal safety."
ADAM SHARP

junior

EDITORIAL

Commuters find many excuses but few parking spots at JMU
There is no greater example of bureaucratic mismanagement and corporate blame-shifting than the availability of commuter parking
at JMU. The university administration and,
specifically, Parking Services refuse to face the
fact that students are unfairly charged an exorbitant amount of money in order to participate
in a parking space lottery that few win.
At first glance, the number of parking
spaces on campus for commuter students
looks impressive — 2,629. That number
begins to shrink when one realizes that
791 of those spaces are in the Convocation
Center parking lots, which are convenient
only for UREC use, but are in another
time zone for any academic purposes.
The vaunted number of 2,629 commuter
spots also appears insignificant when one
considers how many commuter students
come to JMU. The Office of Residence Life
said that about 5,800 students live on campus. Out of a total student body population
of nearly 15,000, that means that almost
9,000 students commute to class.
Bill Yates, manager of field operations,
said that JMU does not limit the number of
parking permits sold. Of course Parking
Services willingly sells as many parking
permits as possible. By pretending to provide a service but never having to deliver on
its promises, Parking Services collects fees
free from any competition or accountability.
Yates said Wednesday that parking services has sold 5,673 commuter permits. 5,673
permits for 2,629 parking spots can mean
only one thing — there is not enough parking.
With these numbers in muni. i-. it any
wonder that students feel that $140 is simply too much money to spend in return for
no guarantee that parking will be available?
Let the blame game begin. The "aesthetics
of our campus" are important, according to
Yates, and' no one wants to add parking lots"
if it means making our campus less beautiful.
Let's be honest — students who have to
reenact the Lewis and Clark expedition to
get to class from a parking lot a're not in

the mood to notice how aesthetically
pleasing the campus landscape is.
It's not just aesthetics, though, it's also a
lack of money. Student Body President Levar
Stoney said that the university is not to
blame for the lack of parking lots. "We need
more funds," Stoney said. With cuts from
the Commonwealth of Virginia, we don't
have money to make spaces ... I don't blame
the university, but the Commonwealth."
So, the university won't build lots because
they're not aesthetically pleasing, but they
would build lots if they had the money.
Senior Brian Nido, SGA vice president of
student affairs, had excellent advice for students frustrated with the lack of parking availability. 'To avoid parking citations, just follow
the proper parking guidelines," Nido said.
Of course if s that simple. It would also be
nice if every student had a purple pass like the
top four officers of the SGA Executive Board,
including Stoney and Nido. Access to almost
every lot on campus has to be convenient.
It is important to have a wider perspective. Senior Clark Nesselrodt, SGA director
of communications, said, "JMU's parking
problem is no bigger than any of the parking problems at other Virginia universities."
JMU's problem recruiting for the football team is no larger than any recruiting
Eroblems at other Virginia universities,
ut the university has decided to pump a
lot of money to alleviate that problem.
The sight of the new Athletic Performance
Center will be little comfort to the students waiting to park in the parking deck.
The university would like the last
word on the parking issue to be from Bill
Yates, who said that "JMU makes every
effort to provide adequate parking."
The last word, however, is that the double-speak and blame-shifting from the university and SGA executives is no help and
provides no relief to the commuter students
who endlessly circle the parking lots at JMU,
desperately trying to find the Holy Grail of
off-campus life — an empty parking space.
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■ Pigs and Pearls

Security determined by
faith in higher power
AdamSharp

E-mail darts and pats lo brefzedpteholmail.com
Darts & Pats are submitted anonymously and printed on a spaceumilaNe Ikisis. Submissions are based upon one person s opinion of a
given situation, person or event and do not necessarily reflect the truth

Pat...

Dart...

A "thanks-for-the-lift" pat to the two
Hirls who picked me up on Neff Avenue
and gave me a ride Friday night.

A "that's-why-they-call-it-visitor-parking"
dart to the heartless creeps who towed all the
cars that belong to my Hospitality and Tourism
Management theme dinner group.

Front a guy who needed to get to South View
hut tins having a bit of trouble.

Dart...

From a very angry senior who wants to know
liow you sleep at night knowing llial you are making
poor college students bend over and grab their ankles.

Pat...

A "maybe-the-peroxide-is-getting-toyouf'h—d" dart to the two blonde drivers in the same sorority who both managed to hit my car within two minutes
of each other.

A "thanks-for-the-sweets" pat to all the
ISAT professors who showered their students
with German gummy bears and chocolate.
From two junior ISAT majors who feel their
teeth rotting atvay.

From a brunette senior who learned how to
drive at the age of 76 and thinks you both are
behind the intelligence and driving curves.

Pat-

Dart...

A "thanks-for-paying-for-a-broke-college-student's-i'opies" pat to the woman
who offered mc her loose change at
Klnko'l when I could not find my wallet.

A "why-didn't-you-just-put-it-inside-tobegin-with" dart to Student Organization
Services for rescheduling Student Org. Night
to a date so late in the month.

I roma senior wlio passed on the good karma
by filling someone's parking meter.

From a frustra'ed campus organization leader
who relies heavily on S.O.N. to recruit students and
now is inconvenienced by the delay.
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"To the press alone, chequered as it is with abuses,
the world is itutebtedfor all the triumphs wtiich
have been gained by
reason and humanity over error and oppression."
— fames Madison

Letter* to the editor thiuU he no more than 5C0 word*.
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will he published on a ipace available hasu They must he
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After concluding my diatribe concerning U.S. Attorney
General John Ashcroft in
Tuesday's issue of The Breeze, I
realized that perhaps people
could not relate to my frustration. I reflected on the idea
that perhaps people were not
tired of being told to be afraid
because they did not have to
be told to be afraid. Maybe
people truly are afraid.
There are many things to be
afraid of in our society today.
Some of these arc a terrorist
attack, a pink slip, another recession, loss of insurance, AIDS,
drunk drivers, skin cancer from
overexposure to the sun, STDs,
a bad grade on a test, a fight
with one's significant other and
having nothing to do on a
Friday night. These an? in order
of worst to not that bad, but we
all know people who place them
in ascending — rather than
descending — order.
I'll be straight with everyone — the thing I fear most is
not waking up in the morning. No, I don't have a lifethreatening health condition
I simply have slept through
too many classes at JMU.
Other than that, I'm not
afraid of anything. OK, there
is one other thing, but I think
we're all scared of waking
up in the morning, realizing
that we're not alone in bed
or on the couch and not
remembering why or how it
all came about.
What I've come to understand, however, is that my
lack of fear is a question of
faith rather than a disregard
for my personal safety.
Because I am a Christian,
I have a promise that God
will take care of me. Jesus
said, "Do not fear those who
kill the body but cannot kill
the soul. But rather fear Him
who is able to destroy both
soul and body in hell.
"Are not two sparrows sold
for a copper coin? And not one
of them falls to the ground
apart from your Father's will.
But the very hairs of your
head are all numbered. Do not

fear therefore; you are of more
value than many sparrows."
(Matthew 10:28-31)
Christians are not the only
0MI who can be confident
because God is in control.
David, one of the greatest
kings of ancient Israel and a
Jew, wrote often of his security and trust in God. In Psalm
23:4, David sings to God,
"though I walk through the
valley of the shadow of death,
I will fear no evil, for You are
with me Your rod and Your
si.iff they comfort me."
David again sings in
Psalm 271-4 that "the Lord is
my light and my salvation;
whom shall I.fear? The Lord
is the strength of my life; of
whom shall I be afraid? ...
Though
an army may
encamp against me, my heart
shall not fear. Though war
may rise against me, in this I
will be confident."
The
Qur'an
instructs
Muslims to seek refuge in
Allah when faced with hardships or evil. I will not quote
those verses since there is no
official English translation of
the Qur'an, only interpretations. The verses can be found
in chapters 113 and 114.
To the person of faith,
therefore, security comes from knowing that there is a
higher
power guarding
one's life. To those without
such a faith, however, the
task human need for safety
still must be met.
Abraham Maslow ranked
the need for security as second only to physiological
needs such as food, water, air
and sleep. In his "Hierarchy
of Needs," Maslow said that
the need for security was
more important than the
need for sou.il interactions.
He did say, however, that
security is primarily a psychological concept.
II God, as Nietzsche said,
is dead, then I am now in
charge of mv own life. If evolution is fact and not theory,
then 1 am in competition with
see SECVMTY, page 9
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Learn how you can be a part of one of the nation's best college newspapers,

Tke Btfieze!

The Bneze needs you to continue its tradition of excellence.

We're looking for

Writers, Photographers and Artists

Come to

The Btieze Opm Howe
Monday, Sept. 8 from 5 to 7p.m. at The Breeze office in the basement
of Anthony-Seeger Hall (across Main Street from Duke Hall)

I
»+;--**.».-,**-*-.* x8-6W (j

il w_jrtecze@jIKttjfa

in

2004
bluestone

attention organizations
Want to be

preserved
in the yearbook "?

mailbox

If so, check your
for important organization
picture information.

reservations

will be made

9.10 &
9.11
The Bluestone
Anthony-Seeger Hall
Room 217
568-6541
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"Heather Locklear
because she's a foxy
lady. Shwing!"

"Harrison
Ford
because of Indiana
Jones —the jacket, the
whip and the eyes."

Jon Matthews

Jill Treacy

junior, SMAD

freshman, art and art history

"Kim Caltrall because
she's pretty hot —
even though she's
older than my mom."

campus
SPOTLIGHT
ERICA DAVIEStawttMfnf ptuanftupher
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"Bob Barker because
I love grandpas."

Scott Pettit

Golriz Asgari

sophomore, international affairs

freshman, graphic design

T^^What actor or actress over the age of 40 would you date? J^m

SECURITY: Rising fear shows falling faith, threatens American society
SECURITY, from page 7
over six billion other people
on this planet for the resources
I need and want. Obviously, I
cannot ensure that I can keep
myself safe from any and all
possible threats.
Western political theory
states that individuals form
social contracts, or governments, because they prefer to
live in a society rather than a
state of nature. Two classics

of Western political thought,
"Leviathan" by Thomas
Hobbes and "Two Treatises of
Civil Government" by John
Locke, examine this process
by which individuals form
communities and societies.
Locke's work became the
model for the U.S. federal
government. His assertion
that people retained natural
rights to life, liberty and property is reflected in our Fifth

Amendment and the limited
powers the founding fathers
gave to the government.
Locke believed that life in
general was good, and that
individuals form governments to increase their freedoms and prosperity.
Hobbes, however, wrote
"I-eviathan" during the English
Civil War in the 17th century.
His ideal government was allpowerful. Hobbes said that life

was bad, and that individuals
sought to leave the state of
nature and form governments in
order to keep themselves safe.
To do so they surrender all of
their rights and allow a government to have complete control.
Locke based his theory of
government on the assumption
that mankind lived in peace
with a genial God. Hobbes
assumed that people were scp
arated from God and in charge

of their own lives.
A rise in fear indicates that
Americas faith in (iod — in
any god — is decreasing. It
makes perfect sense that as
more and more people cease to
have faith in a God that protects them, the government will
gain more and more power.
A government is a substitute deity. Historically the
modern, powerful stale bton
to develop after Nietzsche

declared, "God is dead." The
void that devotion and faith
filled is now filled by patriotism and security.
The problem lies in the fact
that I, as a person of faith, need
no substitute deity 1 was created to be free, but all around mc
are newly-forged chains.
Adam M. Sharp is a junior foreign languages major who accepts
all hale mail or other comments at
omn i 11 nnuaI@hotmail.com.
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NOW

Information Nights:
* Monday 9/8 7pm, HHS 1301
* Tuesday 9/9 7pm, HHS 1302

cttrtSS^*
Questions!
X)W^*
Contact Ellen Moreno at
morenoex@jmu.edu
www.jmu.edu/fraternity/alphakappapsi
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SKYDIVE!

4BS
79 IT

One day Tandem Skydives and a staff dedicated to keeping
you and your fellow JMU students skydiving Skydive Orange!

The only true sports grill
gr, in Harrisonburg

NFL Opening Night Tonight!
Skins vs. Jets
Com* see the NEW Music Video System
Be here for Opening Weekend, Sunday and Monday
NFL Sunday Ticket
Featuring 34 TV's
Best Wings In town, 35<: on Monday night
Thumbs N' Toes too!

Freefall almost a minute
from 2 1/2 miles high
from our 22 Jumper
aircraft on your first skydive!

compi.t.infom1iiion,1on www.skycliveorange.com
Gift Certificates
JMU Student Discounts

1(877)348-3759
^

Call 801-0221 for more information

&

Come see why we are Virginia's busiest and fastest growing Skydive Center!

FRATERNITY RECRUITMENT
FALL
2003
Who's Greek? |§SH2J§)
September 7-17
*A11 but two U.S. Presidents since 1825
*85% of Fortune 500 executives
*76% of U.S. Congressmen
*71% of men in "Who's Who in America'l
If you need more reasons to join
(or have any questions)
please contact
Ben Baker: 438-1626

Everyone Welcome!
AXIcDEriKA KIKAP
0X AKAKAIXnKO
SNTKEZBTFIJI
IK Sponsored

Alcohol-free Events
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HOROSCOPES

CROSSWORD

Daily rating: 10 is the easiest day. 0 the most challenging.
1

Today's Birthday (Sept. 4). Don't stress if you're asked to accept a result that's not quite what you had in
mind. You'll soon be more interested in love and less worried about the little things

14

MM March 21 -April 19

1?

Libra Sept. 23-Oct 22

Today is a 4 - Your recent advances may
have been thwarted, but don't let thai
knock you off track. A careful and respectful demeanor will work much better than
hasty action.

W:

Taurus April 20-May 20

4:

Today is a 5 - It's quite possible that you
. don't understand the lesson you're being
taught. Just because it doesn't make much
sense now doesn't mean that it never will.
Hang in there.

Scorpio Oct. 23-Nov. 21
Today is a 7 - Don't make promises you
can't keep. There's an easy way around
this: Carefully word your promises so that
you can keep them.

^_ , Today is a 7 - You don't cave easily under
«K pressure, and most likely won't again A
9^f treat you can afford will be much more
fun than the one you can't have.

.1

3

20

.^ Today is a 6 - Others may not agree with
JJB\ you- hut you're making a good impres•^■Jt sion. Your insistence on revealing the
truth will turn out to be profitable.

^ ~ Today is a 4 - A recent setback may have
MjAA shaken your confidence, but
fj^n. yo" w"n't be down for long. Reevaluate
your plans. Its now easier to see what
you really need.

Capricorn Dec. 22-Jan 19

Cancer June 22 July 22

^. Tbday Is a 7 - Conditions get more favor"■A
able for travel as the day progresses.
tj( Tomorrow and the next day will be even
v
better. That should be all the excuse that
you need.

Today is a 7 - Although your schedule is
disrupted, you can make the necessary
adjustments. Don't argue with the way
things are. Adapt.

Leo July 23-Aug. 22
.■k~\ Today is a 5 - You hale to feel like there's not
■■■r enough to go around To avoid that senaaIT J1 tkin in the future, stash away more now.

Aquarius Jan. 20-Feb 18
j^s Today is a 6 - Your list of obligations
j^F keeps getting longer. That gives vou a
W^\ good excuse to pass up an invitation to go
■* ^ someplace you really can't afford

Virgo Aug. 23-Sept. 22
Pisces Feb. 19-March20

Today is a 7 - With Mercury, your ruling
planet, -till retrograde in your sign, it's a
little more difficult to get the stun,
straight. Check and double-check before
passing along any news.

Today is a 7 - Conditions are changing in
your favor already, as you knew they
^ would.
Try not to get too impatient,
tomorrow will be more fun.

1
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6

7

26

26

11

12
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31

32

33

19
22
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30
3/

36

in

41

4?

4/

46
50
54

55

91
64

0'.

87

SH

44

49

46

^^

51

se
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ACROSS
1 Kismet
5 Sign of healing
9 Map collection
14 Charles
Lamb's pen
name
15 _ Stanley
Gardner
16 Sierra
17 At any time
18 Fill to excess
19 infamous
Helmsley
20 Three weeks
from now
23
sapiens
24 Brief
commercials
25 Hearth residue
28 Non-Jewish
31 Little lie
34 Speculative
genre, briefly
36 4-wheel drive
transport
37 "Mephisto
Waltz" star
38 Common
September
TV fare
42 Paris airport
43 Ring off.

•

44

43

45

S3

H

16

!,6

26

21

8

6

23

Sagittarius Nov. 22-0ec. 21

Gemini May 21-June 21

£ fjl
{^H
■Mf\
■*»a»V.

2

looking at
you, kid
45 "The Daughter
of Time" writer
46 Satellite of
Saturn
49 Hurler's stat
50 Rifle or
revolver
51 In addition
53 Today, yesterday and the
day before
61 Standoffish
62 French friend
63 Offshore
64 Migratory flock
65 Place to skate
66 Unit of length
67 Nail alternative
68 Units of work
69 Soap bubbles

57

58

1

S5>

GO

l

66

BY

DOWN
1 Touch
2 Edison's middle
name
3 Equal scores
4 Third planet
5 Bun seed
6 Wax stick
7 Type of sax
8 Grouse
9 Make an indirect reference
10 Abounds
11 Tower
12 Comic Meara
13 Cauterize
21 Motherless calf
22 Military tribute
25 English racetrack
26 Twenty
27 Rolling, landscapewise
29 Chewy candy
30 Robert or
Lance
31 Blaze of light
32 Layabout
33 Model wood
35 Picnic pest
37 Lincoln or
Burrows
39 $1,000

40 Underwater
shocker
41 " Were the
Days"
46 Time to be
home by
47 Manhandling
48 Glosses over
50 Silly fowl
52 Gives a
thumbs-up
53 Falls behind
54 One Baldwin
55 Afrikaner
56 River through
Bern
57 Norse giant
58 Jacob's twin
59 Geek
60 June honorees

Experience
of the
The lease signing
is

from 4 to 7 pm
Kiss FM &
High Speed Internet

|S-|NJ(J-VS£

Spacious Floorplans
Private Balconies * 24-hour Business Center
Awesome Clubhouse ft Fantastic Pool Area
4 Bedroom Units
Individual Bathrooms
SI 442-4800

..'

J \v\\ u.Mini h.isr.ni't
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Students head for hills, rivers,
skyline for activites in local area
Story by focus editor Cheryl Lock • Photos by staff photographer Kristen Donnelly

Adventure and
beauty
appear to be everywhere
in the areas that surround
)MU. There are opportunities for outdoor activities
through UREC, but students may want
to travel out on their own for some
Adventure. It looks like all that really is
needed is a group of friends and some
gas money to have a day that is not-soordinary. From sky-high peaks to kayaking and camping sites, JMU students
have a variety from which to chose, and
it seems there are a few favorites that
students frequently visit.

On top of it all
For those students who enjoy
heights. Reddish Knob may be a place
of interest. Reddish Knob is an overlook
on top of mountains on the West
Virginia and Virginia state line, according fo Bob Carr, a forester with the Dry
River Ranger District in Bridgewater.
There are also trails available for hiking
It's a pretty scenic area," Can said,
i look down and see Briery Branch
I Sugar Grove naval base.
'f Matt Little said, "I love it fat
knob) because you fei'l like
) top of the wot Id
lire is about 15 miles from
, and it 13 free o( cost to
r
over 4,000 ft high,
•nil there used to be a
^^^Hbok is now

Sky's the limit
Some students may prefer the \ lew
that can be provided by Shenandoah
National Park. It is about 18 miles
from Harrisonburg up to Swift Run
entrance station on Highway 33 east.
according to Shenandoah National
park ranger Regina Cardwell.

a

.

I love it [at Reddish Knob]
because you feel like you 're on
top of the world.
-Matt Little

If horses and hiking aren't of interest,
there are a lot of other activities,according to Cardwell. From Sept. 11 to 13, the
park will hold its 'Apple Butter
Festival,' where kettles will be set up to
bake apples, and they will be kept burning for three days, along with other
apples crafts, all free of charge.
There is a one-to seven-day entrance
fee of $10, and an annual pass is available for $20, according to Cardwell.
"Skyline Is great because there arc so
many places to hike," Little said. "There's
also canoeing and tubing on the
Shenandoah River which you can do
through Massanutten Resort."
For
more
information
about
Shenandoah National Park, visit the
Web site, lvww.nps.gov/shen/.
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/ thought my whole drive
through Skyline was beautiful.
— Kelcey Luxenberg
IrcNhman

99

Rivers are for riding

The Shenandoah River seems to provide
students with enough entertainment for
days. Shenandoah River Outfitters helps students along by offering canoeing, kayaking,
tubing, raftuvg, camping and cottages to
"Skyline Drive is 105 miles long rent, according to Nancy GoebeL part-owner
through Shenandoah National Park," of Shenandoah River Outfitters.
"It takes about 45 minutes to get here
Cardwell said. "We have 500 miles of
from ]MTJ," Corbet said. "We put out as
hiking trails, 100 of whii
300 tubes a weckAppalachian trail.1*, and horse trails also many as 100 canoe* and
'%.*lar as well. We also
'
.

During the week a special is offered
on renting canoes at $35, and a discount
is given when seven or more canoes are
rented together, according to GoebeL
The usual price is $48.

^vaiou'h said, "i
"*hv SjKjpanclc.ili
big cnoliout JU the
nei v, l-h * bl'Ui I

"We are open seven days a week unhl
Nov. 1," Goebel said. "We open again
April 1, but the best time to come is
around the second week in October,
when the leaves change. Make reservations for the weekend though, because
those are our busiest times."
For
more
information
about
Shenandoah River Outfitters visit its Web
site, a/ww.ihenandoahriiier.com.
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LAN CHAMPION
30 hours nonstop IAN Gaming at 100 Mbtt
speeds!
Be the firjt to play "One Must Fall" before
it hits the stores
WE LIVE SFMTIM NKI IS TN M

Lots of food and energy drinks for sale

New Store opening in WAUO^

Lots of prizes given away
Party date: 20-21 SEP 2003
Location: Weyers Cave Community Center
Registration fee: $30.00
■ MS'lON'

For more information visit us on the web
at: www.LANChampion.com

hMMrfJl Aneflft^aeescount HM fan aRmmMl. VrWs not to lav* abo«t DkfcS Sforkq &MHr>?«rf* 150
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& Part-Time Positions

Or call 540-801-8065
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Hunting/Fishing/
Bike Tech
Exercise

GoH
Blackfriars Concert Series season opener!

Loudon Wainwright III
unplugged
legendary folk recording artist
M'A'S'H's Copt. Spaulding

Saturday, Sept. 13 7:30 pm $22
vvww.shenandoahshakespeare.com

^gj ^WHHBVUN

l-877-MUCHADO

IT^ BLACKFRIARS
PLAYHOUSE

downtown staunton

SOS Advertising
CUSTOM PRINTED EVERYTHING
110 West Grace St.

442-9226

sos@adslikethis.com

Get Your T-Shirts

tft

SOS Advertising is:
within walking distance from campus!
licensed to print JMU® names & logos!
dedicated to providing student oriented service!
owned & operated by JMU® students and alumni

442-9226

110 West Grace St.
Open every day from 9 am to 9 pm
Located next to the School of Art & Art History

Map and Parking Found On G©LL®®[]sOn.COIII

General
Cashiers

Footwear
Receiving
Administrative Assistant
Janitorial/Maintenance
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"You have the image, the Hat design
and also the product design, or packaging choices, both of which make
these albums so interesting."

L Collections abound
Students share
their personal
collections from
beginning to present.

THE BREEZE

STUART DOWNS

Sawhill Gallery director
ess story below

Students' collections show passions, memories
BY KYRA PAPAFII.
style editor

Silting on a shelf collecting dust are rows of buttons
advertising support for presidential nominees from the
past 60 years. Despite tluir
apparent lack of use, don't
ask sophomore Craig Mengel
to get rid of than.
"In 1492 my parents gave
me a 'Clinton-Gore '92' button
when I was in third grade, and
that started things off," Mengel
said. "A friend of mine's parents had a bunch of them from
the 1960s, so I decided to begin
collecting them. I now have buttons from just about every election since the 1940s."
Mengel, whose collection
entails political campaign buttons from almost everv election
in the last six decades, added, "1
even have a really rare one.
McGovern-Eagleton 72,' from
before Eaglcton was dropped
trom the ticket. Every time
there's been I new election, I've
added to the collection
Collections among collegeaged students are more
prevalent because they wish
to preserve memories or
because the collection may be
worth money someday, sophomore hlliot IVrkins said.
Many students began collecting various items as a
result of someone passing
down the collection,
and they

resume the collection of the
items. "My grandmother uillected small colored-glass bottles." senior Beth McBroom
said. "When she died, I inherited her collection and have
added to it over the years. As
time passes, the collection
seems to take on e. greater sentimental value.
"If Ipeopk'l like a certain symbol or animal. cuHecting those
things can make each item have
sentimental value," she s.iul
Due to space constrainls in
dorms, many students cannot
bnng entin' collections to collejiv,
but some students possess collections that take up minimal room.
junior Natalie Oman, who
began collecting the "Got Milk?
advertisements when she was in
eighth grade, said she began cutting them out of magazines as
she saw them and now has
over 140 of the ads collected.
I ler
favorites
include
Frankie
Muniz ("Malcolm
in the Middk'"),
Kermit the Frog
and
rapper
Nelly, who has
"Got Milkr
tattooed
across his

chest in the ad.
I just love how the |"Got
Milk?") ads are very creative
and tailored to the actor or
celebrity in the ad," Oman said.
"I'm also very big in the health
tuck and am a vegetarian, so I
think it's really cool they do this
to promote good health."
Senior Andy Weymouth,
who collects i alilomia Raisins
memorabilia,
said
when
expanding a collection, do
lese.irch to find the value of
lert.un items.
I h.ive found many items
at antique stores and rummage sales, and because 1
knew their value, people usually just sold them really
cheap when I knew what they
wen really worth," he said.
Weymouth began his col-

lection in the late 1980s when
Hardees sold the small plastic
California Raisins figurines.
From there, he said, companies began manufacturing
items — many of which he has
— including sheets, a bathroom set, a sleeping bag and a
punching bag.
Sophomore Carolyn Walser,
who collects vintage costume
jewelry, said she began htf collection while cleaning out the
estate of a late family friend. "It
was mv job over a summer to
go through
three huge
Tupperware boxes of jewelry
to sis- what was worth keeping
or Uirowing away."
Walser said she was able to
select pieces for her own use as
payment for organizing the
jewelry. Now when she visits a
rummage sale or Salvation
Army store, she said she always
visits the jewelry counter to add
to the over 200 pieces aln-.idy
in her collection.
Walser usually wears
pieces from her collection on a dailv basis.
"All of the pieces
are very unique,
and you don't see
everyone
else
wearing them,"
she sai.1.
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Like antique jewelry, the
r.intv of items also can be a
reason to collect, according to
McBroom.
Walser said that depending
on the collection, it may be
something someone can enjoy
and want to collect to pass it
down to others.
"When I am older, I definitely would like to pass down
my jewelry collection. I know
what some of the pieces are
worth, and I'm not into my
collection for the money,"
she said. "It was passed
down to me, and I
would like to pass it on

. Vl'RA IH \Slphotoedilor

Senior Andy Weymouth displays part of his California Raisins collection. Weymouth began collecting memorabilia of the claymatlon characters In the 1980s
when Hardees told the figure* at their restaurants. His collection now has dozens of pieces ranging from the figurines to a bathroom set and a punching bag.

'Soundblast:' Music judged by its cover
Despite the well-known
warning, "Never |udge a book
by its cover," everyone who has
ever purchased a compact disc
knows IIUISK often times is
judged by its case.
"Soundblast." which opened
Tuesday in the Sawhill Gallery
in Duke Hall, showcases how a
CD cover is more than a way to

iikrease s,ik«, it IS an outlet t,>
showcase art.
Co-sponsored by WXJM.
"Soundblast" is a collection of
approximately 44CD and vinyl
covers all designed by different
graphic artists, according to
Stuart Downs, director of
Sawhill Gallery. The albums
featured were designed for a
wide range of musu artists,
'including Louis Armstrong,
Phish. Blink 182 and lew el

MAW ( M<ll/,.™,„,di,„, smrhi,
Soundblast, an International display of CD covert and packaging, will run through at the Sawhill Gallery In Duke Hall.

New Movies:
R#ojei Cinemas:
• Jeepers Creepers 2
• Le Divorce
• Italian Job (re-release)

Sept. 4 through Sept. 10
Qmpittdb) lhi>m,'.

Grafton-Stovsll Theatre
•AMightyWInd

According to a press release
■gajdng the show, "Soundblast"
is an international exhibition that
is sponsored by the American
Institute of Graphic Arts.
In 2002. the pieces wen? chosen by a panel of jurors from hundreds of entries and were picked
to show "the power of design in
the packaging of sound," according to tile press release.
Downs described the show
as a combination of excellence in
both graphic design and product
di-sign. "You have the image, the
flat design and also the pmduct
design, or packaging choices,
both of which make these
albums so interestme." he said.
I lie exhibition permits VISI
tors to both hold and touch the
various CDs and vinyls, he said.
Junior Zach Miller said he
liked this aspect of the show. "I
like tli.it it's hands-on, that you
can hold and touch the pieces
because that's not something you
get to do very often." lie NIIJ.
This also allows viewers to
experience the full impact ot
more Unique pie* I-.
fa TXlirtlji, a feature exibiting Miles Davis and John
t oltr.ine's joint "Complete
(.olunibia Recording" album.

-46I like that [the art
exibil is] hands-on,
that you can hold and
touch the pieces ...
— Zach Miller
- ^ junior

consists of CDs stored in a bound
book that fits in a metal case. One
must be able to hold items like
these to fully appreciate their
product design and packaging.
On each day of tlic evlnhi
turn, selected music from one
ol the albums featured is
played throughout the gallery,
according to Downs. The
music gives the gallery a laidback vibe and also helps one to
re-link the visual and audio
aspects of the show. This
allows viewers to appreciate
both the music and art of the
album together, he said.
A weakness of the slww is the
display of the pieces. They are
hung on the walls, from the ceil-

OlVBNS
contributing writer

BY SHAYLA

after me can enjoyed
what
I
have
enjoyed."

contributing writer

Local band
closes time
together with
final Unit

n

so that generations

BY ANDRF.A LANGE

Local band Unit Five play* ft*
farewell show Tuesday at
Mainstreet Bar and Grill.

ings and placed on pedestals
throughout the mom. While this
arrangement appears creative, it
does not compensate tor the
small M/eol tlie CDs and vinyls.
Some of the pieces appear overwhelmed by their surroundings,
and it parents the exhibit from
having a stnmg visual impact.
WXJM program director
Nick Barbery, a senior, said
those who work for the station
have developed an appreciation
for the amount of effort and
artistic talent that goes into
designing the packaging for
CDs which is why WXJM chose
to bring this exhibit to JMU.
"More often than not, vou
really can tell whether or not a
CD is worth a second look based
solely on its packaging," llarberv
said. "Sponsoring 'Soundblast" is
our station's uav ot saluting the
visual art's effective and important contribution to the recording
industry and to broadcasting."
"Soundblast" will be in
Sawhill Gallery through Sept.
2R. Admission to the gallery is
free, and its hours of operation
are Monday through Friday
from 10:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
and Saturday and Sunday
from 1:30 to 4:30 p.m.

A crowd pleaded the tour
rockers to perform one more
sonft kiwwing that when the
show ended and the smoke and
noise dissolved, the band known
as Unit Five would dissolve —
would disband — permanently.
Unit Five performed its last concert as a group at Mainstreet Bar
and Grill Tuesdav night.
"I've wanted an encore
since before I was bom' Msd
junior Graham Cochrane, lead
singer and rhythm guitarist i»t
the JMU-based band. Unit Five.
An encore was exactly what
the hand played after hearing
numerous chants ot "one more
song" from the scan! group ot
fans who converged to witness
the band's final concert.
Unit Five is composed ot"
cochrane,
junior
Jacob
Thornton on drums, MnlOff
Kyle Buchanan on lead guitar
and lustin Wild (03) on bMI
the Kind owes ils sound to the
influences Of music artists
Stune Temple Pilots, Incubus,
Tool, Dave Matthews Band and
Killswitch Engage. Thornton
describes the music of Unit
Five, which has been together
since
March
2002,
as
"smoothed out melodic rock."
The quartet decided to part
ways due to "different musical
styles," according to Thornton.
Unit Five closed out its music
career with a bang, enlisting
the help of llarrisonburgbased band Races to April as
the opening act.
The Kind began the set by
playing older, original crowd
favorites such as "Open Eves,"
[ulia'and 'Truth."
Pleased with the performance. Wild said that this show
"felt honest," while Cochrane
suggested that this was by tar
his favorite act.
"I'm glad they divided to
perform at Mainstreet." said
John Stone, Mainstreet Bar
and Grill's venue manager.
"We're the best student rock
venue here ... and [Unit Five)
are good guys. Real good
guys. It's sad to see them go.
I'm surprised they didn't
have | bigger turnout."
The band members even
revamped their set tor this
special show bv inserting
solo moments into their usuaiiv polyphonic lonp. As an
added touch, all four musicians were given microphones so they could each
offer commentary to fhe fans
in between songs.
Before plaving a cover of
"Interstate I me Song" by the
Stone Temple Pilot1- l ochrane
said into his mic, "I've never
been in a Kind that's broken up
that I've been this close to."
From there, tlie fans were treated to a drum solo by Ihomton,
which immediately broke into
Wild's rendition of "Amazing
Grace" on bass guitar.
«r BAND, page 15

Places to go and things to do this weekend:
• Buffalo Wild Wings
- Cotage Gams Day Saturday Alirael
«very colege footbM gams can Da found mIngaFday
-NFL season kicks oil today w«h games
an day Sunday For more information, cat
438-9790.

•BIKmore
- NFL opening night tonight, featuring to
Washington RadefcraNaw York Jets gam*
For more Wo. cat 801-0221.

• Calhoun'i
- Jazz begins at 7 p.m. tomorrow. For
more into, cat 434-8777
• Alston's Pub
- Karaoke on Fnday nignt Formoralnfo.
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or your money back
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Attend ail required classes or make-up sessions, complete all
scheduled tests, and do your nomeworn. K your score doesn't
improve on 'est oey "o™ yout Kaplan diagnostic ot a prior official
test score, you can choose to repeat our program tor free or get a

("heck out

full refund of your tuition" K'e that simple.

the BACKPACK & New BACKSACK
by

14
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KAPLAN
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OTOMd m rtapMn't M CUMroom. lulav*.
or online ooursas. m eooit-xi. row muer
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The Exception
Town Cenlrr

World Leader hi Teet Prep
and Admissions

Classes starting toon
on campusl

!>■' Noll Ave.

(540) 434-6828

1-BBO-KAP TEST
kaptest.com

JAMES MCHONTE
antique

jewelry

———■eeaeae»»«BJ»^-eJB*BJsej».,,..——
^Wfurt JMU /'in/, its tngagrment riltgs."

This one-day symposium will holistically address six of the major health
concerns in the United States today:
» Allergies
» Childhood Vaccinations
» Arthritis
» Attention Deficit Disorder
» Stress
» Digestive Health
Natural approaches to each topic will be presented including:
herbs, massage, nutrition, homeopathy and many
other healing modalities.

^%^
75 Court Square, Oiarrisonburg
(flfisrt to "Ban^Of America)
433-1833

September 20, 2003
8 30 am-5:00 pm
S98.00
Location: BRCC, Weyers Cave, VA
For more information, contact CAM Program at (540) 453-2312 or email CAM@brcc.9du
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I hurry in today, sale won't last long.
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HAMIS0NIURC
Marketplace Shoppet
1806 Eau Market St. Suite B
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$40 246 1440
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1)31 Greenville Ave
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Shenjndoah PlaUsi
1408 Greenville Ave
(•Krost from Colonial Mall)
540-2551310
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ReeL | ReFLections
' Jeepers Creepers 2' disappoints anticipating audience
BY TOM BI PPI.F.R

contributiiiK writer
In "Jivpcrs Ciwpen 2," a
school bus sails along a lom-lv
country road before losing a lire.
The remaining five good tires
will be enough to get home.
dadda the driver, and so the
bus mils mi lor ,i lime, Soon,
though, a second tin- is Kist, .nul
lln- bus slows to a Kilt. By the
end of Victor Salva's film it was
unbelievable how closely the
plot mirrored the movements of
the bus.
Many viewers will go to the
sequel as a fan of the tirsl
"Jeepers Creepers." Great art it
wasn't, but it wasn't hard to
•dmin the way writer-director
Salva ("Powder") was able In
tind a Texas Chainsaw
M.issaere-type of uneasiness in
long shots of country roads
and weird trucks and drivers.

and, most interestingly, the
waning hours of late afternoon
in the first tilm.
Midway thnuie,h llie predecessor, Salva pull.il back the
curtain on his ni.nn .ittr.t. turn ,1
serpent-ton^ued scarecrow man
with nionsirous WfeiSa llien',
al least, llie director Mil intirvsl
in the beast thmugh a lesa-ismore horror film sensitivity.
No! so in this se.|uel. where
the monster is brought on too
last and tcxi early. There is not
much help from the supporting cast: Salva supplies victims who are racist, andst
tailless and stupid.
The film opens with .1 kid
and Ins t.iilit-1 driving scarecrows into the ground on a big,
open farm. Suva pans aaoafl
golden fields and a lazy sun,
and
Hey, did that IcanaOM
just move? Sure did, and
before long the kid is being

"JEEPERS CREEPERS
STARRING:
RAY WISE AND
JONATHAN BRECK
RATED: R
RUNNING TIME:
106 MINUTES

2"

»JJ»»JJ{
carried off into the evening by
the monger.. The dad watches
helplessly, clutching a shotgun
tnd narrowing his eyes in a
way that suggests he'll be back
for Act 3. The film has not broken down yet.
Back to that bus, A vanity
kisk.'llull lean and its coaches
and cheerleaders are returning
home after a championship
game. A flat tire causes a stop.

The adults take a look and find,
what do you know, it han't
blown out at all, but has been
skilled by some kind of homemade multi-edged knife (i.e.
numster version of a ninja star).
One frightened coach concludes, "Either this is made
of some kind of ivory, or it's
(gasp!) bone!" The bus rolls
on with the good wheels but,
inevitably, a secontt) bone
knife takes out another tire.
Now it's nighttime, and the
bus is stopped for good with
nary a building in sight. As
the coaches and bus driver
try to sort things out, the
creature begins to zero-in on
the crippled party.
And thus "Jeepers Creepers
2" completes its setup and
DOWN dumsilv into the payoff.
The situations and characters
are painfully stale from countless other slasher flicks. People

venture outside. People are carried away. Heads fall off. There
is the bully; the smart kid — the
one with the glasses; the psychic
girl. The father who appeared
at the beginning returns for convenient moments and disappears for others.
There are no unique personalities, only illogical motivations
that serve to advance the plot
toward more gore and sudden
moments (make a run for it,
split up, kick some people off
the bus, spend too much time
arguing and not enough time
looking out the windows for the
guy trying to eat you, etc.).
Superior craftsmen like
Dean Koontz and Stephen King
spend the first part of their novels ."-t.if'hsliing the quiet lives
of characters so that when
finally they are put through
hell, the reader is able to sympathize. A horror movie can be

forgiven for illogical characters
because, after all, where would
the movie go if the characters
didn't go outside? What is not
OK is characters who aren't
interesting, who aren't relatable
and who just plain aren't
appealing on screen. Faced
with this team and the monster,
viewers may find it easier to side
with the monster. And he doesn't even have any dialogue.
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Bookworm finds haven in new 'suburban genius' BAND: Bid
Right this way. ptaaM Witch
your step as you enter the tune
machine and please keep any
and even appendage safely
inside the vehicle .is we travel
back to an idealisticallv crisp
October evening in the not-soilist.intye.irot2()»:
Sitting in the back of my
friend's car en route to soccer
games, I often would stare at the
wide expanse of construction
across Reservoir Shift, at the
hills of disturbed earth and
weeds and the menagerie of
mechanical machines going
about their disorderly business,
and wonder what could possibly come out of that matt,
Another Wal-Mart, perhaps? Or
how about a Target — something a little more colorful to
break the monotony of Sam
Walton's mega-empire.
It was only later that I
found out a new shopping
center was being built and that
one of those stores was —*

A(T Things
Literary
by senior writer
Zak Salih
Gasp! Could it be true? —
B.irnes & Noble Booksellers.
And hen* we are, almost .i year
later: Harrisonburtf ( rotting is
up and running. Wal-Mart
Super/center included, a marvel of suburban genius tunsplanted into a rural setting.
At around seven in the
evening Aug. 1** and with the
.ml 0l an .uitiiinobile-.nwii.il,;
friend, I made my first official
M^M in Harrisonburg's Barnes &

Noble. Now don't think that
I've never set foot in one befoiv;
back home among the crowds
and mad rage of Northern
Virginia I lake any and ever)'
dura l can to stop inside the
hie, chain bookstore, floating
among the shelves, excited and
dualBN like a 21-year-old in an
Ali( stnre on his of her birthday. But tile tact that this was a
Barnes & Noble in Harrisonburg
— the town when* I spend nine

tgjMt *** T^

Buy One Cone or Cup
S* Get One Free!

flavor of the

PeAuur Burrec.

(Waffle Cones .50 Extra)
1 Coupon Per Person Expires 9-13-03 H'Burg Store Only
58 E. Wolfe St., Harrisonburg
/ > so/v a 1 HI:i P THI 1 NVIRONMI v r
WASH AT A PROFI SSIONAL CAR

not inclined to spend more on
leisurely reading. But how
could I deny my celebratory
mood by not taking home
some souvenirs from my first
visit to the local B.irnes &
Noble? It was without any
hesitation that 1 chose two
books from the stack and
made my way, as I had done
so many times before in
Northern Virginia, to the
checkout counter
While in line, the lady in
front of me took particular
notice of my copy of Gabriel
Garcia Marquez's "Autumn of
the Patriarch."
"Do they have another one
of those?" she asked.
To which 1 responded by
giving her my copy and taking my time to walk back to
the shelves to get another
one. After all, we bookworms
have to stick together. Now,
thankfully, we have a place
in which we can do so.
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8 Vacuums
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Fragraneamachina
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GAIN the knowledge, tools and
confidence to make your intimate
relationships fly sky-high!
Don't learn everything the painful, hard way! Get SMART! is s remarkable forum of Mid-Atlantic experts, sharing what it
REALLY takes for successful love!
GciSMARTf Trantfotm your Lore ReUtioothipt and your Lift!
Mondays, 6:45 9:15 PM, September 8*<ktober 13*. lOSZsneShowker
MonafcinW) <-ID www »««*../cpd/rtw-no. calMS-MM
%n up won! Spacr » late*.
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Church

4U-M0O

LLSSON O.I

"I love coming to the Unit
Five concerts," junior Erin
O'Hara said. "Those guys are
awesome."
All of Unit Five's members
plan to stay involved with
music in some form. Buchanan
and Thornton want to form a
new band with somewhat
"harder" music, while Cochrane
plans to write more acoustic
songs. Wild is going into theater
production with the hope that
he still can continue to incorporate music in his life.
The lyrics of the band's
final song, "An Honest Life,"
best sum up the goals of Unit
Five: it's time for them to "gaze
at the world through a different pair of shades."

SINGLE? Learn how to spot • jerk!

OAR
WASH
QuatorlUnhiarsityBrvd)
Touch tra* automate
4 Sc* sarvtos bays

BASD, from page 13

HOWS YOUR LOVE LIFE??

ufo^

•
■

farewell via
final show

INVOLVED? Make your Relationship
soar and sparkle! Recognize the Six
Love Busters, plus much, much more
that damage ANY Relationship!

Wines
CHOCOLATE.

months out of every vt*r and
where a decent btxtkstaw was
kicking — sorry.
Million
m.uic this
visit that much more ims
What jov. what sheet
glee consumed me as
my way through the dc
into the clean organize
the bookstore. After
glance at the magazines, I made
my way to the fiction and'literature section.
-J
Then' 1 picked up r hefty
stack of books and plopped
down in one of those soft and
yielding chairs that I feel at times
may swallow me whole. Both
my friend and I met up with
some acquaintances, and we all
sat anxind a coffee table in those
lethallv comfortable chairs, my
friends talking, me once again
passing up social activity for the
quiet comfort of flipping
thmugh my stack of books.
Having already spent a
fortune on textbooks, I was

I H'HSI

lege ministry,
Ik, 433-9244.
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II SS WORK

Contemporary worship
Practical Bible teaching
On-campus ministry
Five minutes from campus
Sunday Service: 10:00 a.m.

¥ORI PLAi

f.gcch.org
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Sat. Sept. 6
SIAMESE
$5
live drum&bass

Seattle, WA
www.siamesebeat.com

STYLE

Daue's Downtown
Fall 2K3 Future
music Showcase

Sat. Sept. 13
ASTRALYTE
$5
live jam-trance

Baltimore, MD
www.astralyte.com

Mon. Sept. 15
KAKI KING
$5 presale/$7 door
percussionist for.tht
Blue Man Group,
playing a solo show

New York, NY

121 S. Main St.
Harrisonburg, VA
(540)564-1487
ALL SHOWS
Tickets available:
doors @ 9pm
from venue,
show® 10pm
1-800-594-TIXXor
fPe„c|a' £'°s"?9 www.musictoday.com
time of 2 am'! '
■muo,v"uuo'
FOR MORE INFO
and entertainment
schedule visit:
www.davestaverna.com
www.compoundliving.com

www.kakiking.com

Wed. Oct. 1
LOTUS
$7 presale/$9 door
organic-ambient-trance-funk

Philadelphia, PA
www.lotusvibes.com

Sat. Nov. 1
1000 VERTICAL FT.
$7 presale/$9 door
live atmopheric jungle
i live cyber-be
dvd-mixing sr

Chicago, IL
www. 10OOverticarftc
T.B.A. shows with
Leo Kottke, Larry Keel
The New Deal.RPM.
Indigenous Womb
& The Beetnix
and The Nightnawks!!

We offer more than just burritos and tacos!
All our burrttos start with cllanfro limi rict
and your chotct of black or pinto beans (no
b#«n»'on Fajitt burritos). toppti off with
your chotct of salsa and chttst or sour crtam
QOOIA SIGNATURE lURRITOS
Original Covort you
moit lo oritr

find anywhere tltt ill

Ml
Marinated onlltt chicken with our Poblo.no Peito sauce of
roasted poblano pippin cflnnrro almonds tr.d pint null
Chicken
Our incredible i-Cheese Quito wrapped up Hiih
marinated frilled chicken or took

Sleai
ITS

CMckM Meid fcsfrtta
Ml
Marinated onlled .-hickei toppti wit* our rich and
slightly ipic> Moll sauce (pronounced 'mob-lay')
Chicken
'aftta RMCbwi tWitte
Ml
Grilled chicken or steak rii onions oni bill
SJ^J
pippt't unit with our testy ftanchere sauce
1.71
(Do beans)
Orillid Vegetable twrr Ite
Marinated grilled jucchml scullions, eggplant
mi sweat rii pippin with rice mi bum

«,tt

«-.,---J
U-J mi
»--* ■•crna
■.... || ■
jeaiania >i
wifflH
Marinated beef slow-roasted lo tendir perfection
with our own bltni of traditional seasonings

■ am
s.«i

QUESAD1LLAS
All Qumiillit com turn sides of fresh euecanoll.
•our cream oni your choice of ulto
CbMM QattadMa
It*
A bltni of white cneddnr oni moitlereyjock cheeses
with fresh ptco d< aallo
Gritted Cktcfcea QuesadHla
s.H
MiriMirt anl.'ed chicken oni fresh plco ft flic
Steak Qaeudttla
M*
Mennalid artlled steak end pica it aallo MlM

TACOS
Soft flour or crupy corn tortillas, grilled meats or
vegetable!. Ietri.ce. salsa oni sour cream or cheeie
I taco
3 tacoi
Chicken or Ground Sirloin
vga
AM
Sl«a. or Shrtdded Beef
i.f»
ut
Grilled Vacates
via
4.7t
Vegetarian
1M
AM
TACO SALADS
Crispy flour tortilla bowl filled with shredded romaine. black
baan corn tolto. picame ranch dressing and sour cream
Chicken or Ground Sirloin
jja
Steak or Shredded Beef
$.7»
Grilled Vsaaies
4 $♦
Vafstarfan
•uj»
Mabad Taca Sated, aba 11 inabli (wwnout tamlla bawl)
S-CHEESE NACHOS

IURRITOS
Made lo order;uit now you Ukt it Virn only the finest,
freshest Ingredients •

Our homemade tortilla chips smothered in J-Oieese
Quito beans sour criam and salsa
Chicken or Ground Strloln
Steak or Shredded Bttf
Grilled Wastes
Waaianan

Mt
fc/t
AM

TORTILLA SOUP, seasonal I
CbkkMlWrM.
iff
Tender chicken marinated in our ipeciel liobo ipicti
and frilled frith
St««* flwrrtt*
Ml
lean but mirmiltl in our special adobe spicts and
grilled fresh
Orawtd Slrta4« tmrrttn
Lean around nrloin seasoned with aathentic
Mmcan spices

Iff

Vefttarlen Merita
A cilantro lima rice aaaramole and baan bumio100% vegetarian

AM
Cnickn

»af»a Cbuka Imrrttn
Grilled chicken or neat, sweaf red oniom
and bell peppert (no beam)

Prefer forks fa flnfars' Order any above bprrito served in
a bowl with an optional tortilla on the side

Bawl
Trio (soup, face regular drink)

AM

CHIPS and DIPS
Chip* and Salsa
Chlpi and GuacamoK
Chlpi and Warn )-Cheese Queto

\M
1.t»
1.W

KIDS MEAL (12 AND UNDER)
lids Meal comes Mith a small soft drink and a small
side of chips
Taco or Cheese Quesadllla
j at
Chicken Quesadllla
jjy
DRINKS
SoflDrlaas :-tt nrl
Bottled Water
Bottled Driaki
Demesne leer
Mtcrakrawi/Mattcaa lair
altahallr bttvott trmi n Mian sxaneni ut;■

1.H/1JI
tj*
\M
\M
Mt
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Cavaliers drop Dukes to 1-3

... [New Orleans Saints quarterback)
Aaron Brooks will lead a high octane
offense, but their shoddy defense will
hold them back.

SPORTS

UVa. jumped oul to an early lead
Tuesday night and defeated the
volleyball team in straight matches.
M* story below
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WES HEINEL

senior
see column below

VOLLEYBALL

UVa. defeats Dukes in home opener
Cannon collected the pass from
Fuchs and issued one of her 38
assists of the night, this one to
an airborne Hussack, who put
away yet another kill.
A pair of serving aces
from Fuchs and another kill
by Hussack ran the Dukes'
lead to 13-10, but that was
the last time they saw the
lead for the night.
"JMU played great, they're
a great team, and they should
have a great run at the CAA,"
Virginia
coach
Melissa
Shelton said after the game.
"[Blocker] Dana [Jones) did a
fantastic job, their sophomore
outside hitter [Hussack] is
doing really well, their setter
(Cannon] did a great job dishing out the ball, and we had a
lot of trouble with (hitter]
Hanna (Porterfield], and it's
only her first year."
While seniors Ruzicka and
lones contributed 13 and nine
digs, respectively, their freshmen
teammates, Copenhaver and
Porterfield, chipped in with 11
combined kills on the front line.
Despite the loss, the Dukes
received positive contributions
across the board, leaving the
coaching staff optimistic.
"We're very young, so
we're going to have moments
of being up and down and
making mistakes," Garner
said. "We just have to work on
that, and we're going to get
better as the season goes on."
The Dukes will have a
chance to turn their season
around this weekend as they
host the University of Oregon
at 7 p.m. tonight and Georgia
Southern University Friday
night in Godwin Gym as part
of the Madison/Hampton Inn
Invitational.

BY MATT BKOWNLEE

staff writer
The volleyball team (1-3) fell
to the University of Virginia in
three straight matches, 26-30,2630, 26-30, Tuesday night in
Godwin Gym. Senior blocker
Dana Jones had 14 kills and nine
digs for the Dukes, and sophomore hitter Emilee Hussack contributed 12 kills in the loss.
"We hit the ball very well —
our hitting percentage was
excellent," coach Disa Gamer
said. "Wfe're a very good offensive team, it's just some of the
other areas we need to work on
as a younger team."
Game one saw the Dukes fall
into an early deficit, but still
manage to stay in contention
until the end. Jones ripped one
of her two serving aces to bring
the score to 9-12 in the early
going, but service errors and
poor defense hurt the Dukes as
the game progressed.
"1 think we had nice
offense," sophomore setter
Krysta Cannon said. "When
our communication picked
up, our game picked up a lot.
We can play more aggressive
and more disciplined than we
did tonight though."
The Dukes' communication
and intensity both seemed to
pick up in game two as kills
from Jones and freshman
blocker Ashley Copenhaver
brought the score to 5-6. With
the game tied at 7-7, a sprawling save by senior libero
Lauren Ru/icka lead to a point
-saving block by junior blocker
Kate Fuchs, giving the Dukes
their first lead of the match.
Moments later, iS-foot-2-inch
Fuchs kept a rally alive with a
lunging one-handed
dig.

■ phi'U'Kmpher

The Dukes (1-3) lost to UVa. Tuesday night In Godwin Gym. JMU will play the University of Oregon tonight at 7 p.m.

EVERY MAN'S FANTASY

WITH AUTHORITY

JBUrYLODMOUSS

Another Spurrier struggle

I'hiUultlphui Iru/uiw

Philadelphia
Eagles wide
receiver Freddie
Mitchell catches
a pass from
quarterback
Donovan
McNabb during
the first quarter
of the Aug. 22
preseason game
against the New
England
Patriots.
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Gearing up for fantasy drafts
BY CAI.FB HANNAN AND
RYAN HUDSON

conlribulinn writers
Ryan's quarterback and wide
receiver picks:
Like a sickness it takes over
your life, consuming .ill of
your free time and occasionally
your sanity. Your Sundays are
spent either cursing at fOUl television or jumping up and
down
because
Carolina
Panthers wide receiver Mushin
Muhammad just caught a 17yard touchdown pass. I am, of
course, speaking of fantasy
football — and whether you're
ready or not, it is back for
another glorious year.
I am here to provide you
with picks that you will need
to ensure that you have some
extra money come the end of
the season.
Here are the top two quarterbacks for the upcoming season:
1. Dante Culpepper, Minnesota
Vikings: With his ability to run
(10 rushing touchdowns m
20021 he very well could be the
No. 1 fantasy signal calkr again
this year, but beware of his
interceptions (21 to just 19
touchdowns last season).
2.
Donovan
McNabb,
Philadelphia Eagles: Much like
Culpepper, he CM score both
in the air and on the ground.
And now for the guys who
catch the ball:

1. Terrell Owens, San Franciso
49ers: He plays with a fire and
passion that makes him an
absolute beast when he gets the
ball in his hands — Owens averaged 16.1 yards a catch when
going across the middle.
2.
Marvin
Harrison.
Indianapolis Colts: He averaged 12 yards a catch last
year, with 11 touchdowns
and also set the NFL record
for most receptions in one
season with 143 catches.
Caleb's running back picks:
Now that you've decided to
devote the next 17 Sundays living and dying by fantasy football, you might as well know
who to pick
My partner Ryan has discussed the pretty boys of the
NFL, the quarterbacks and wide
receivers, while I am handling
the running backs.
Simply put, many leagues
are won arid lost on die performance of running backs.
That being said, there are eight
rushers who are the closest
things to sure bets in the NFL.
I jDanian Tomlinson of the
San Diego Chargers, the
Dolphins' Williams, Clinton
Portis of the Denver Broncos,
the Kansas City Chiefs' Priest
Holmes, Marshall Faulk of the
St.
Louis
Rams,
Deuce
McAllister who plays for the
New Orleans Saints, Shaun

Alexander from the Seattle
Seahawks and Travis Henry of
the Buffalo Bills are the best of
the best when it comes to racking up fantasy points.
Here are two players who
will perform consistently week
in and week out:
1. Ricky Williams: If only
Williams could throw the ball
Miami's lack of a strong passing
game will mean Williams gets
tots of touches and will have
numbers resembling or surpassing his 1,853-yard, 17-touchdown outburst of last year.
2. LaDanian Tomlinson:
Tomlinson is fast, tough and
invaluable to San Diego's success. The addition of wide
receiver David Boston to the
offense can only improve on
Tomlinson's scoring chances
this year.
For a full version of this installment of "Every Mail's Fantasy" by
Caleb Hannan and Ryan Hudson
check out www.thebreeze.org.
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NFC North
1. Green Bay — Quarterback
Brett Favre put aside all retirement talk over the summer and
will return in 2003 to k-ad the
Pack to a second consecutive
division titk'. The emergence of
wide receiver Donald Driver as
a legitimate deep threat will
enable running Kick Ahman
Green to have another stellar
season Unfortunately, with a
weak secondary, another firstround playoffs
exit
awaits.
2 Detroit —
The Lknis?
Yes,
with
coach Steve
Marriucci
roaming the
sidelines and
mentoring
WES
quarterback

Joey

III IM I

Harrington,
the Lions will snag a secondplace finish in the least competitive division in football.
3. Chicago — To the Chi-town
faithful: running back Anthony
"A-Train" Thomas isn't the
answer. Offseason acquisition
quarterback Kordell Stewart
only can do so much with so little for the Bears. Defensively,
linebacker Brian Ulracher is soil
one of the best in the business.
4. Minnesota — Mike Tice is
a bad coach. Randy Moss has
a bad attitude. And team
management made a bad
ik'iision giving quarterback
Dante Culpepper a contract
extension The Vikings are
just a bad team.
NFC South
1. Tampa Bay — Don't expect
the defending Super Bowl
champions to let down on the
mlinsity level with which they
played last year. Boasting the .
league's top, star-studded
defense and having arguably
the best coach in the league, ]on
Gruden, makes the Buccaneers
a true contender once again.
2. New Orleans — The Saints
■hvayi fall apart come
December Running back Dupe
McAllister and quarterback

Aaron Brooks will lead a high
octane offense, but their shoddy
defense will hold them back
from reaching the playoffs.
3. Atlanta - When quarterback Mike Vick went down, so
did the chances of the Falcons
of reaching the playoffs. A
strong defense will keep them
ckee in many games this season, but without a healthy
Vick, the Falcons will have to
postpone their championship
drive by a year.
4. Carolina — Running back
Stephen Davis will have a great
season statistically, but without
a viable starting quarterback
candidate, the Panthers will
struggle again this season.

Running back Shaun
Alexander will have a
breakout year this
season, just in time to
save [Seahawk] coach
Mike Holmgren s job.

NFC West
1. St. Louis — Quarterback
Kurt Warner is healthy, and the
Rams of old should return in
2003. Running hack Marshall
Faulk is a workhorse, and wide
receiver lorn Holt has become
a top receiver in the game.
I Xlinsiv civ fhj Rams still have
hok* that can be exploited
NFC East
1 Philadelphia — With the best 2. Seattle" — Running back
quarterback in the NFL, Shaun Alexander will have a
Donovan McNabb, healthy and breakout ve.it this season, )ust in
back at the helm, the Eagtos' time to save coach Mike
potent offense of last season will Holgren's job. Defensively, the
be in full effect in 2003. Safety loss of cornerback Shawn
Brian Dawkins anchors a solid Springs for a good chunk of the
secondary and defense with an season k-avra the Seahawks a
aggressive attitude A third- wild card winner, but not a divistraight division championship skm champion.
3 San Francisco - Quarterback
is eminent in Philly
2 New York* —- In his rookie Jeff Garcia already is battling
1
season, tight-end Jercmcy back problems and will struggk
Shockey became a leader of a this season. Wide receiver
Giants squad that peaked Terrell Owens will be forced to
toward season's end. Defensive cany the 4sVrs amidst constant
end Michael Strahan leads a double coverage. A horribk' secdefense that was exposed at ondary will keep SanFran out of
the playoffs.
times last season.
3. Dallas — Coach Bill 4. Arizona — One of the worst
Parcells has brought his no iranchises in league history
nonsense coaching ideals to won't stir up much competition
Big-D over the offseason. for opposing teams this season.
With an enormous lack of The biggest question burning in
talent on offense, look for Cardinal territory is in what
an athletic defense, led by week will running back Marcel
defensive tackle LaRoi Shipp take Emmitt Smith's job.
Glover to finish as one of And hi ck'ar up any contusion,
there is no defense in Arizma.
the leagues best.
4. Washington — The signing of
wide
receiver AFC North
Lavemious Coles can't help 1 httsburgh - The Steetere
a dismal offense that still have the best receiving core in
has no running game. the league between List season's
Factor in a second-year 1,000-yard receivers, llaxico
quarterback learning a com- Burress and Hine Ward. Last
plex offense, and it will be a year's comeback player of the
long year for Skins faithful. year, quarterback Tommy
Defensively, the unit has Maddox, will need to post stars
plenty of firepower, and
so- REMISISCF.ST, page 18
should gel this season.
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NFL: 2003 season for new contenders, old pretenders
NFL, from page W
reminiscent of those of last
season, which is highly
unlikely. Defensively, toward
the end of last year, the
Steelers were picked apart
week after week. The Steelers
will go one and done in the
2003 playoffs.
2. Baltimore — Rookie quarterback Kyle Boiler will experience his fair share of growing pains this year. Middle
linebacker Ray Lewis anchors
a phenomenal defensive unit
that can dominate any game.
Plain and simple, coach Brian
Billick has won with less, so
this year's squad remains
quite a mystery.
3. Cleveland — Quarterbacks
Kelly Holcomb and Tim Couch
have been the raging topic of
debate in Cleveland all summer. Regardless, with a much
harder strength of schedule
than last season, the Browns
will come back down to reality
this go around.
4. Cincinnati — Running back
Corey Dillion has shined for
years on a miserable team.
Don't expect big things from
the Bengals this season, but
coach Marvin Lewis' team is
only two years away from
being a playoff contender.
AFC South
1. Tennessee — With quarterback Steve McNair healthy, the
offense finally will have its
leader back in practice regularly this season. The Titans are
not a flashy team, but somehow they always end up in the
mix come January.
2. Indianapolis* — With quarterback Peyton Manning, running back Edgerrin James and
wide receiver Marvin Harrison
— the Colts have some
weapons. Coach Tony Dungy's
improving defense will make
strides again in 2003, but it'll be
too small.
3. Jacksonville — The highlight for the offense this season
will be rookie quarterback
Byron Leftwich starting by the
end
of the season
in
Jacksonville. Aging defensive
end Hugh Douglas will provide a boost defensively for a

team that will be mediocre at
best this season.
4. Houston — Quarterback
David Carr took an absolute
beating last year behind the
I>oorest offensive line in the
eague. Hopes are high for
Texan fans, but they must
remember that the team is only
in its second year as a franchise; give it time.
AFC East
1. Buffalo — Running back
Travis Henry's explosion onto
the scene last year complimented quarterback Drew
Bledsoe and wide receiver Eric
Moulds amazingly. Free agent
signee linebacker Takeo Spikes
is the defensive addition the
Bills needed to put them over

the top in the division.
2. New England'—Quarterback
Tom Brady couldn't shed the
rust last season until it was
too late, but he has looked
good in camp this summer.
Fans can look for a defense
to be a carbon copy of the
unit that won the Super
Bowl two years ago.
3. Miami — In the off-season,
the Dolphins signed quarterback Brian Griese to backup
incumbent Jay Fieder; and
linebacker Junior Seau to compliment star Zach Thomas.
Regardless of the additions, a
brutal December schedule will
leave the fish floundering
come playoff time
4. New York — The Jets lost
some key players due to free

window of opportunity for a
championship in Oakland is
closing fast for the oldest
team in the league. The veteran-filled offense will be a
step slower this season, as
will the defense.
3. San Diego — Running back
LaDanian Tomlinson proved
last season he was the feature
back for which the Chargers
have been looking. Add in free
agent wide receiver David
Boston, and quarterback Drew
Brees is a year away from taking San Diego to the playoffs.
4. Denver — The arrival of quarterback Jake Plummer in Denver
hasn't done much. Linebacker
John Mobley is one of the best in
the conference, but won't be able
to cany the defensive alone.

agency over the offseason
Quarterback Vinny Testeverde
is attempting to hang on for one
more year, and coach Herman
Edwards doesn't have a choice
but to hand him a stirring role
for a season that was over
before it started due to injury
and free agency.
AFC West
1. Kansas City — Running
back Priest Holmes will lead
the league in rushing in 2003 if
he remains healthy. Tony
Gonzalez, the league's best
tight end gives K.C. two dominant players on offense.
Coach Dick Vermeil ''-'ill be
the X factor for the Chiefs to
win the division.
2. Oakland — This season the

NFC Wildcard:
Rams over Seahawks
Giants over Packers
NFC Divisional:
Buccanneers over Rams
Eagles over Giants
NFC Championship:
Eagles over Buccanneers
AFC Wildcard:
Patriots over Steelers
Chiefs over Colts
AFC Divisional:
Bills over Chiefs
Titans over Patriots
AFC Championship:
Bills over Titans
Super Bowl:
Eagles over Bills
'Denotes Wild Card

Guest
Predictor

PICKS m
OF

THH

1

WEEK

Week # 2

Season total
Last week
Winning percentage.

Oregon State at Fresno State
Florida at Miami
Oklahoma at Alabama
Maryland at Florida State
Boston Colleqe at Penn State

o

»

Adam Sharp
Mr. Clean
10-1
10-1
.910

Wes Helnel
office linebacker
8-3
8-3
730

Brad Richards
B-Rich
7-4
7-4
640

Oregon St.
Miami
Oklahoma
FSU
Penn State

Oregon St.
Miami
Oklahoma
FSU
Penn State

Oregon St.
Miami
Oklahoma
FSU
Penn State

Oregon St.
Florida
Oklahoma
FSU
Penn State

Oregon St.
Florida
Oklahoma
FSU
Penn State

VT

VT

VT

VT

VT

New Orleans
Baltimore
New York
Oakland
Buffalo

Seattle
Pittsburgh
New York
Oakland
New England

New Orleans
Baltimore
New York
Tennessee
New England

JMU at Virqinia Tech

New Orleans
Seattle
Baltimore
Pittsburgh
St. Louis
St. Louis
Oakland
Tennessee
Buffalo
Buffalo
Get ready to Fumble!

New Orleans at Seattle
Baltimore at Pittsburgh
St. Louis at New York Giants
Oakland at Tennessee
New England at Buffalo

The NFL season starts tonight as the New York Jets visit the Washington Redskins. Most Skins fans have a better chance of scoring with halfhme show
performer Britney Spears than does Steve Spurrier's anemk offense.
Last week's special guest Matt Lastner went 10-1, so we just decided to bring in
a replacement Opinion editor Adam Sharp will replace Matt this week. For those
wondering, Adam hasn't shaved his chin since he emerged from the dust of

puberty. He has stated strongly that if 100 people send in 'Pat' requests
for him to pierce his left ear and Bic his head, he'll grant the student body's wishes.
The rest of the regular panel is in a close battle for office supremacy. "1 absolutely
despise parking services" Heine! took week one's honors amongst the regular competitors. "I can't believe I paid for the movie ticket, too" Richards, "I jock the ACC"
Wilson and "I can't see over the flats" Fargo are tied in second place after going 7-4.
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HEAVENLY HAM
182 Neff Avc, Haniioiiburg
Behind the Valley Mall
434-5700. 434-5011 - fax

• •■ill (rail iricinc main 4^Q^

Ham and Much More!

434-5151

Eat-In
Party Platters
Take-Out
Tailgating
Buy One Box Lunch

Get One Yt Price
Expire* Sept 30.2003
Not valid an dehvenes or with other offers.

1570 S MAIN HARRISONBURG

VICTOR COMPUTER
BEFORE

m

01

WELCOME STUDENTS!
Join our Collef e Ministries
at

PC

"Y ""
Solution"
AFTER
www.victorcomputer.com
ter.co
or call 434-5300 today
&^
Computer Sales & Service
ice Center'^'P^EL *

Harrisonburg Baptist Church
Sunday School - Sundays at 9:45 am
Worship Service - Sundays at 11:00 am
Wednesday Dinner & Bible Study at 5:30 pm

IRS - UPGRADES - PARTS - ACCESSORIES
REPAIRS

arrgh!
"\

Mcwmr QT j ffi Fl

ahhh!

Located one block west of Highlawn Pavilion fl
Bring this ad with college ID by 9/30/2003 & get 20% off labor ^

This Friday on Lawn, Sept. 5th from 6 to 9 pm
Free hot dogs, drinks, and concert on the church lawn!
501 South Main Street • 2 blocks north of campus
www.rurriwnhurgtuprist.com » Transportation available • 433-2456

Virginia Capital Semester

A

PBFC Night
Sept. 7 at 7:30 p.m.
Room 105
Zane Showker Hall

Make the most of your spring semester
Make the most of your spring semester

For rnori information and spplicioon

with an exciting internship, challenging

• www vcu edu/capitalsemejter.

college courses, interesting guest speakers

• Virginia Capital Semester. School of
Government and Public Attain. P0 Bon

and all the drama of Virginia politics
Experience Virginia's capital city during the
excitement of a legislate session while

Come find out more about
Professional Business Fraternaties on
Campus.

4fe!l

continuing your studies on a lull-time basis
through course work at Virginia
Commonwealth University - and earn a

842028, Virginia Cornrnonwealtti University
Rehmond. VA 23284-2028 or
• Contact Professor Ralph Hambnc* at
18041828-8053. (804I82B-1575 or
vacapitalswmSvcu edu
Application deadline is Oct. 15.2003

$1.000 internship stipend
*»<■>* mm»y

• Tm. iv- „-. — t',
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CLASSIFIEDS
FOR RENT

Morel Gift & Thrift. 227 N. Mam

ADVERTISE YOUR
RENTAL PROPERTY
IS THE BREEZE!
l.ow Prices, GnM Results!

568-6127

FOR SALE
1992 Ford Explorer • Mot custom,
loads of extras including sound
system, engine and ecterlor work.
and morel Call Mike. 442-9097.
Partly* MMX • 200 MHi, 32M
RAM. 8G hard drive, 24X CO-ROM.
Windows 98. Office 97. HP Deskjet
520. 2 HP 26 cartridges. 1200
o bo Call 612-2244 or email
dorogarme>jmu edu
lttt Maida Protege • blue. 6
speed, power windows and door*.
48.500 miles, new tires. CO.
cicellent condition. $6,500 Call
23*6272
I • 94K miles. 5
speed, removable sunroof, new
Pirell tires, beautiful car msfle and
out. $5,995 CaH 540-740-8245.
1W7 Red Monte Carlo Ccellent
condition. 94,300 miles, loaded.
new tires, $4,495. Call 8300444.

Desk. Cretfenta. Coma***. Maral
Pentium II (Windows 98) with
monitor, PC speakers. 4 drawer
Ma, 2 shcif bookcase, printer
table with rile drawer, foosbaii
table (new), bowling ball 416 lb)
with bag. 3 piece luggage, lent
(sleeps 6) Located m Weyneaboro.
Call 540-447 0075.
Cock* SpanUI Pupplai AKC
registered buff. red. spotted.
Shots and wormed. Cute, loveabie
indoor and outdoor pets. S250.
Call 23*8899

Only $15 to run your
"For Sak" ad for the

entire semester or
until your item sells
(whichever comes first)!
Th* offer II good now through
December 5 2003 and only applies
lo Advertising m the 'For Sale"
section Ad* rmm r* 20 word* or
iris Offer apphei io ndhidval
liens only Retail ilom and
busmraan do not quskfy lot thai
■penal offer All ads are subject to

Breeze approval

I)wrt mka out en ihH ye* deaf!

56ft-«27

Itama far tale - Dresser, mirror,
hajhboy. wardrobe, full oo*sprtngs.
coffee table wftit 3 end table*. TV
cart, reciinar. Must sell, prices
negotiable Chris 4386257

HELP WANTED
Student te Work Fridays and
Satardays - at local business
Prefaranca given to business
majors and upperclassmen Can
4 33-1234. 9:00 am. ■ 5:00 p.m.
Ij.com - offering retail
sales of health and nutrition
products (energy drinks, low-tat
snacks, weight management
programs, etc.). Ask about 20%
discount retail membership plane/
opportunity. Call 540746-2703 or
540*32 9048 Aak for Kan.
thyMae •yawtaatlcs - we need
Instructors. Call 433-3427.
Seeking fiperlenced
DJs.
Emcee*. Dancers ■ CaU Mike after
lOOpm. 435*369
Ca«» Heritor** Trail •■Idee Experienced trail guides needed for
equine program at local camp and
conference facility, immediate
openings. Interested candidates
please contact: HR Dept.. Camp
Horizons. 3586 Horizons Wa»
Harrisonburg. VA 22802. Fa«
5408965455 call 8967600. art
101 or 102 or you may email.
maurerdOhoruonsva.com. Camp
HOfttons Is an EEO employer.

NOTICE
For more information tnJ uaiUrwc
stfsnanggCllveibisonnar'rirancmK
butineu opportuniuev .onuct the
Better BiKineu Btsrciu. IIH
i-aoa-M.»-«Mii

Besrssng ana aasa of Horsea - "U*
board. $125 Cad 833-2311

Majors - part-time work,
hotel sales ne»*te hours Email
reaum to hbr.asgnian.com.

Laara to Dane* • ballroom. Latin
and swing lessons in Hamsonburg
Student discounts, no registration
roqutred Information. 432-1003 or
www. danemgw/f nkavan.com.

Sarvara Wantae) • at downtown
Jess Quack Lunch. Apply in person.
Daytime help preferred

HAVING COMPUTER
PROBLEMS?

Parking Services - Is currently
seeking students interested In
working for the student program
Apply
on
the
web
at
wwwjmu adu/parking. or in parson
at our office located on the ground
level of the parking deck. Call
5666105 or email pnce(a6>iiu edu
for additional Information.

KxpenctKcd student will fw them
for leu than the hctpdcik

■artander Trainees Heeded $250 a day potential. Local
positions. 1 800 293 3985. e*t
218.

USA Spring Braak • Cancun.
Bahamas. Acapulco. Jamaica A
more. Don't be fooled! Go with
quality and eipertence! 28 years in
business Largest student tour
operator (Division of US* Student
Travel) Cai tot free: 1-877*606077.
Now also htVg campus reps Earn 2
free trips for 15 travelers and $$

A Saeksg ■raastf Weajsseg • work
'or Sunspiash Tours, travel free.
Hottest destinations and parties
Two free trips/high commissions
wwwkunspfashfount.com
1800*26-7710

LOST & FOUND
■lllfold Lost In JMU Area •
Saturday MM Call 5408336984
« cell. 703-507 2065

A "Reality- sawkag Braak 2004
Oni, with Sunspiash Tours lowest
pnr*e free meats and parties Two
•a* tsss ft- groups. 18004^6-7710
www %^"sp<isr}toun com
« Soring Break VswaMoriel 1 10*
bast pricesi Menco, Jamaica
Bahamas, Flortde>. Teiee. Book now
and reco ve free parties and
meals. Campus reps wanted!
l«Of>234T0OT
www ervJtosssurnrtiariours com

lifU'M'rHias»as»fatsWl#l

SfveW raw 0>er»T*f fa

Winter and Sfrtnf Braak Ski and
beach trips on sale now! Call
1800SUNCHASE or go 10
www. Sunchaae. com today!

Bst leads. Tralnaas Needed - $250
a day potential. Local positions
1800-2933985. art. 613

Welcome
Back JMU!

tmtmMffk

SlOhr. minimum 1 hoar charge

Did you know (hat your

Call Mike, 4M-3MI

r\c\*t£EP

parents can gel a
subscription lo

TRAVEL

The Breeze?

Serraej aV*eJi tOMI Travel with
Beach Life Vacatlonsl America's
bast student tour operator!
Jamaica. Cancun. Acapulco.
Bahamas. Florida. Sell trips, earn
cash, travel heel Hurry - book now"
Call 1-800-7 356347.
www. oeach/irevacations.com

S40 fur limit cISM mail
or $80 fur lirM IIBSMTUII.
you can receive a lull year of

The Breeze!
Call lixliiv to slart your
«ub*cripnon' We atxept VISA
and Mavier ( .ml b\ phone or
you may mail in your payment

1 -800-648 4849
www.slstravel.com

Can 56M127 today!

Do you need an issue of The Breeze from last year?
All remaining 2002-*II3 Breeze issues will be
recycled Kridiiv. Scpl. 12.

I'lcaise slop l>> our office, located in 11n basement
nl Vnthony Seeger Hull to pick up an issue from l-.ist year:

lor morv Infiirmulkin, t;ill \K-6I27,

EUROPEAN DAY SPA

Highlights • Perms • Manicure • Facials • Massage • $12 Haircuts • Evening Styles

10% OFF
of all services with this ad
(540) 432-0734
990A Reservoir Street. Hjrrisonburg. VA 22801
Across from CVS. located next to Alley Cat Tatti»i

PET FRIENDLY
.•

^neaWng your<,0

COME TO ASHBY
where you don't have to
sneak in pets!
1191 Devon Lane
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

432-1001

floppisoiiMiiu's DNLM hm-MM Tinn 5TUDID
'--•--: Booy (eaieUy ID comn
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Pheasant Run
Townhomes

Front Door Parking, Beautifully Landscaped Yards

Great Room

Eat In
Kitchen

Deck or Patio

Cable/Phone/Ethernet available,
Free Bus Service, Dishwasher,
Washer and Dryer, Microwave,
Refrigerator with Ice Maker!!!

Pheasant Run
Townhomes
CM 801-0660, e-mail pheasant@pheasantrun.net
or stop by 321 Pheasant Run Circle
X=t

View a map to our location on GoD=,©®DsOn.com

